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OESIS 10th Anniversary in 2022
Dear OESIS Network Educators:
Our focus is to help schools transform their learning models so
they can survive the challenges ahead. We will hit our 10th anniversary
on June 22, 2022, and are making real progress. It has become clear to
us over the pandemic that our approach had to move beyond good ideas
and first-class professional development. We had to provide an outside
lens on the systemic realities that make our mission challenging. You
will find a series of articles in this issue of OESIS Network Magazine
that focus on those realities. Additionally, we realized that we had to

Sanje Ratnavale
President
OESIS Network

reorient the conversation to building capacity at a people level and without it, neither financial
capacity, strategic capacity, or tactical practices stood any chance of success. Please read the articles
by Six Seconds, our partner with regard to how capacity is built around emotional intelligence, trust,
and alignment.
For our 10th anniversary, we offer those schools that have yet to join as members
a limited time offer worth $5,000+ that will expire on Jan. 15, 2022. Join as an
OESIS member school and you will receive 100 registrations to our Intrepid+ online
conference on March 2-4th (worth $3,900), one free 2022 conference attendance
(worth $650), and six months free membership so your renewal date will begin July
1st (worth more than $1,250). OESIS membership is between $2,500-3,500 based on
school size.
We hope to see you in Baltimore at our Heads & Leaders Conference on Feb. 28 – March
1st, 2022, and online for Intrepid+ in one or more of the conference streams on DEI, SEL, PBL,
Competency, Leadership or Teaching & Learning on March 2-4th.
							Best,
4
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ecall reading the best literature while experiencing characters that seem to jump off the pages.
Imagine Intrepid Ed News columnists jumping off the pages of their best articles, discussing
with peers why and how they came to take the positions they hold and how to implement
what they recommend. Enter the Intrepid+ Online conference, March 2-4, 2021. Participate with
Intrepid Ed News columnists in a series of issue-focused, independent school priorities organized by
topic. You will have the opportunity to interact with both the columnists and their interviewers (other
columnists and special guests) and there are no keynotes because the excitement and inspiration of
this online conference will come from these unique workshops. And the price is right: $39 per person
includes live access to all the workshops and a six-month premium subscription to Intrepid Ed News
unlocking access to recordings of all the sessions. Quality professional development does not have to
be expensive or exclusive. We look forward to welcoming you to the PD conference of the future.

$39 includes live access to all workshops
Free to OESIS Network member school faculty

www.oesisnetwork.com
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Click on columnists' photos to see their Intrepid Ed News articles.

Columnists
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Ozymandias

T

here is a fast-developing problem for
independent schools. It is more systemic
than alleged racism and more disruptive
than pandemic-induced protocols. Independent
schools are becoming ungovernable.
A 1970’s Management Ideology
Organizations such as the National
Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) and
its accreditation partners have perpetuated a
narrative that governance is all about “mission”
without any specific accountability to students
and their families. According to NAIS Principle 1
of Good Practice, “The head works in partnership
with the board of trustees to establish and refine
the school’s mission; articulates the mission
to all constituencies — students, faculty and
staff, parents, alumni/ae, and the community;
and supports the mission in working with all
constituencies.”

something I want to be remembered for.’” (The
Five Most Important Questions You Will Ever
Ask About Your Organization, 14)
Sadly, schools have not met Drucker’s test
because Boards, Heads, teachers, parents, and
students, don’t know what the mission is, and if
they do, are not aligned with what it says. We
surveyed our schools about parent mindset with
75 school Heads and leaders responding (see
pages 63–71). Only 17.1% confirmed that most
of their parents had strong familiarity with the
mission. Digging into the responses, these very
few schools that had strong parent familiarity
with missions tended to be schools that knew who
they are and what they are striving to be. See the
following charts:
To what degree would parents be able to recall
on demand most of your mission statement?

Then the accreditation connection is,
for example, “… self-study, a thorough selfexamination seen through the lens of the
school’s mission…” (per NYSAIS policy). Even
in a space where rigorous outcomes could be
used, the standards used to assess and accredit
schools adhere to the vague promise of mission,
and include a body of standards that covers the
spectrum of school services from admissions
to finance to advancement. For student
learning and programs, “the standards require
schools to conduct a thoughtful assessment of
individual student progress consistent with the
school’s mission” (ICAISA), the association for
accreditation associations).
This mission artifice relies heavily on the
intellectual work of management guru Peter
Drucker, who came to popularity in the early
1970s, around a decade after the creation of NAIS
(1962). Drucker wrote:
“The effective mission statement is short and
sharply focused. It should fit on a T-shirt…. It
must be clear, and it must inspire. Every board
member, volunteer, and staff person should be
able to see the mission and say, ‘Yes. This is
8

Source: OESIS Network Parent Mindset and
Education Survey (September 2021)

Go ahead and test it yourself so you have at
least some explicit data. Ask a group of parents,
students, or teachers at your next in-service to
write down the mission of your school, without
warning, and try to prove that your stakeholders
are able to remember the mission.

www.oesisnetwork.com
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Ozymandias
The core of the problem with association
governance is that they are not helping schools
create strong mission statements that will stretch
the community and connect to measurable
outcomes. In the OESIS Parent Mindset and
Education Survey of 75 schools, only 2.7% said
that most of their parents had strong familiarity
with student competency statements.
To what degree would your parents be able to
recall on demand most of your Statement of
Student Competencies?

Source: OESIS Network Parent Mindset and
Education Survey (September 2021)

Current missions don’t listen, they dictate
what is sold as “inspiration” by framing the
school as it is today: an institution of the future
defined by tossing in a few words that suggest
innovation at the fringes of the culture. For
example, we say our kids will be entrepreneurs
and demonstrate that quality by adding one
course to the curriculum and building a maker
space. Because most school missions lack true
vision, they have turned into an authoritative
and hierarchical construct of management:
governance by ideology rather than a responsive
and inspiring statement that is aligned with
accountability and evidence. NAIS and its
association feeder world have also, by design,

made mission the domain of the least inclusive
and most isolated of all school constituencies
— the Board of Trustees (Principle 1 of NAIS
Good Practice). That narrow ownership space
is looking as out of place today as the Electoral
College.
Drucker’s mission ideology nicely suited the
final chapters of the “modern world” (c.16501950) with more static cultures, established
hierarchies of authority, and an endorsed
narrative that raised the sanctity of the institution
above the individual, communities, and
stakeholders. Did Drucker notice at the time he
was promoting his ideas that we had entered a
world more impacted by globalism, consumerism,
and a focus on individual needs and freedoms?
Just as economist Milton Friedman’s concurrent
and prevailing notion of shareholder-onlyvalue (with employees, customers, and wider
communities at best secondary and subservient
in priority), Drucker’s approach provided a neat,
unifying lens that seemed perfect for an orderly,
scheduled vision of education, a top-down
bureaucracy rather than an organic learning
community. Since then, the world of enlightened
finance has evolved to include all stakeholders
as the lens, driven by sustainability and social
equality. Will schools follow?
So, what happens when no one references,
cares about, or remembers the mission of the
school? Or as Drucker demands, when missions
don’t “inspire”?
Tactics not Strategy
“Strategy without tactics is the slowest
path to victory: tactics without strategy is
the noise before defeat.”
Sun Tzu, The Art of War
In the absence of a clear, inspiring, and
aligned purpose, schools have fragmented
into what are called siloed domains of “best
practices”. But these “best practices” represent
tactics, not strategy, because strategy requires
deep constituency buy-in and alignment with
something broadly meaningful. A symptom of

www.oesisnetwork.com
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this helter-skelter approach is that there is now
an association primarily for Heads (NAIS), one
for admissions officers (EMA), one for CFOs
(NBOA), one for technology officers (ATLIS),
one for college counselors (ACCIS), one for
librarians (AISL), and one for every geographical
accreditation agency (ICAISA). By the last
count, there were over 40 associations serving
independent schools and disseminating “best
practices” for each functional area or region.
Over $50 million a year from school budgets
(and parent pockets) is drawn to support these
associations (based on Form 990 data); $1 billion
over 20 years, with a dismal report card for the
goals of diverse enrollment, inspiring curriculum,
equity & inclusion, student emotional health, and
sustainable school finances.

change. Strategic planning and vision are frozen.
The mantra of “we can only do what we can
control in our limited space” pervades instead
of mission alignment and strategic growth.
Where is this misalignment most siloed and
most dangerous? In professional development,
which most organizations depend on to evolve.
Teachers go through the motions on deeper
learning pedagogies like PBL and SEL, but
they know in their hearts that no one wants to
sacrifice curricular scope and sequence. There is
an unspoken understanding that administrators
expect teachers to choose the “best practices”
at the margin because they will work within the
institutional constraints. The result is either an
end-of-unit assignment with the same content
masquerading as a project, a group presentation,
a new unit on anti-racism, or an SEL role-playing
activity in advisory, for example. Professional
development has not aligned with the real
strategy because the mission provides nothing
measurable to align with.

The underlying message is that it’s more
important to do what others are doing in your
silo than it is to align with your mission. As a
result, many schools contract two diseases. One
is the guarantee that schools will not evolve as
unified communities, but only at the fringes. The
If a mission is to guide and inspire, then it
second is that these silos assume that because
must provide a platform for sustainability and
the equivalent silo at another school is doing
change. For a century before this 1970s-driven
something (“best practice”), that their silo
notion of a mission, two elements were the core
should be doing it as well (how many times have
of a school: curriculum and student health. That
you chastised a student for doing something
is as true today as it was then: See chart below.
because another student did it?). And each silo
embraces its tribalism, holds its
Prioritize the top THREE school components you think that align
own events, and complains about
parents most closely with the school?
the lack of inclusivity or crossfunctional expertise of the other
tribal silos. Teachers complain that
Admissions is admitting students not
suited to the program. Admissions
complains that Boards focus too little
on their market challenges when
raising tuition. CFO’s complain
administrators are adding courses
and sections that cannot be funded
in a curriculum growing out of
control. Advancement complains
that teachers don’t understand the
need for responsiveness to major
donors. “Best practices” in each
Source: OESIS Network Parent Mindset and
of these silos replace mission-driven systemic
Education Survey (September 2021)
10
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The biggest failure of the current associationdriven mission ideology is that schools have
not evolved the curriculum and now preside
over a student mental health crisis that some
attribute to a swollen curriculum with dated
performance measures and academic policies. So
many schools over the last 30 years have had as
one of their line items in their Strategic Plan:
“Developing a 21st Century Curriculum”, but the
vast majority would be hard-pressed to justify
achieving that goal to an objective outside panel:
adding contemporary content through consortia
online courses to pad a course of study with
electives might be “changing” the curriculum
(and may make good financial sense), but it is
certainly not making it a 21st-century studentcentered curriculum.
The curriculum that schools preside over
is now so large and layered to allow for student
differentiation (inaccurately called rigor), that it
is causing immense student stress and anxiety.
When corporations slide into misalignment, they
produce inferior products and services or go
bankrupt. When schools slip into misalignment,
they effectively assault the inner selves of their
students. What was supposed to be “rigor”
is transformed into trauma. Curriculum
development, professional development, and
student health have no measurable way to align
with the mission, and the results are chaotic,
fragmented tactics rather than a coherent
strategy.
If you need further evidence, beyond the
curriculum and student health, that school
communities are mission-misaligned (and
consequently tactical rather than strategic), let’s
look at some of the silent but pervasive practices
that confirm this at a teacher level: the lack of
using admissions and year-end standardized test
data. Why have math teachers often ignored the
SSAT and ISEE scores that are meant to help
schools find mission-appropriate students for the
school, and administered their own placement
tests? These tests provide similar performance
information. They are telling us that there was no
such thing as a mission-appropriate family when

the school was accepting virtually every student,
making an admissions farce of exclusivity and
demand. Or, due to misalignment with the
school mission, the teachers created placement
tests to meet their own departmental tactical
needs for sorting and ranking students, implicitly
countering the newly adopted principles of equity
and inclusion. The same analysis could be made
for the battery of standardized tests like the yearend ERB. Nevertheless, these are established
practices that enrollment management
associations and accreditors have for decades
argued are very much in line with mission policy,
but the social realities indicate something very
different.
The Timing Could Not be Worse
What is worse, this is all coming at a time
when schools are facing existential challenges
from the outside. There are strong societal
undercurrents that will counteract advantages
independent schools have counted on:
1.

The oversized share of elite college
admissions from independent schools has
become an embarrassment for colleges at
a time of heightened equity concerns. This
same story has a direct parallel in the U.K.,
where top colleges stopped giving legacy
preferences and have scaled back heavily on
independent school admits. What happens
when going to a good public school or charter
school becomes a more likely ticket on the
“elite college magic carpet”?

2. Inflation, particularly in suburban areas
where house prices and rents have been
rising fastest, will make teacher salaries
inadequate and recruitment even more
difficult for a supply base already at
peak stress. This, at the same time as a
fundamental shift appears to be taking place
about people’s views on employment in
general. With national surveys indicating
upwards of 40% of adults considering job
changes during the pandemic, the prevailing
mindset of teachers has become “when will
all this disruption end?”

www.oesisnetwork.com
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3. The polarization of politics has blossomed
at schools with communities divided over
political culture wars; even the national
associations feature regularly in the tabloids,
as this article describes. We are hearing
alarming reports that new financial aid
requests at many independent schools are
dropping significantly, and we only hope that
this is not an indicator that families of color
are shying away because of what they are
reading in newspapers about DEI blow ups
at independent schools (despite their DEI
statements). Black families are even starting
to shy away from public schools and opting in
huge numbers for homeschooling.
Will our mission statements, DEI statements,
curriculum tweaks, recruitment tactics, and
enrollment “best practices” help?
What Now?
The essential question then becomes this.
How are Heads of Schools able to manage
when there is little alignment between school
constituencies and the mission serves no specific
purpose? Realizing this dilemma, most of them
have done the same thing as their colleagues and
innovate at the margins to create the appearance
of change while they try to reconcile the school as
it is with the school they might like it to be. The
result is that the tensile strength of schools is past
the breaking point. We see one outcome in the
elevated levels of Head of School firings in the
last 18 months. Interim Heads are appointed at a
pace never seen before.
One common theme emerges from our
conversations on what transpired with these
Heads that have recently lost their jobs. They
found out that they were squeezed between the
direction of their board and the programs of the
school. Those programs were not aligned with
the committed support of their leadership teams.
What was said to the Head publicly did not
ultimately match the school’s strategy and goals.
What were, for example, the real guideposts to
define what equity and inclusion or a 21st-century
curriculum meant?
12

This lack of alignment at the senior and
middle leadership levels is consistent with what
the research has revealed about the impact
of social pressure on stated attitudes and the
discrepancy with actual behavior. Emotional
and cultural buy-in had not taken place. What
has disappeared in the bureaucratic mission
statement and dictated ideology of consent is
the glue that binds those who are tasked with
the execution of the services. Schools need the
capacity for cultural change. These are bonds
of emotional and social trust secured through
strategic alignment.
One of our OESIS Member Schools reinforced
that need for strategic alignment by making
a startling discovery when they started going
through a process of defining and embedding
student competencies. The administrator
leading the exercise noted, “when the faculty had
defined the student competencies, we realized
that we had defined the mission; essentially it
was the competencies.” Here was something
systemic and functional that could tie mission
to evidence, that could be measured and used to
align the evolving school with a set of principles
that everybody would remember and honor. It
was a vastly improved solution compared with
a high-level statement that could be posted on
the website and checked off on a compliancebased accreditation protocol. Competencies can
provide those clear “mission objectives” but only
if they are measurable.
In Part 2 (Avoiding Extrinsic Motivators) we
look at what schools should avoid, with specific
examples of initiatives that did not materialize,
the stalled revolution in mastery grading and
transcripts that have illustrated the tail wagging
the dog, and the weaknesses of associationrequired DEI statements resulting in our schools
becoming ground zero in the anti-racism culture
wars.
In Part 3, Josh Freedman, CEO of the
global EQ non-profit, Six Seconds, which
advises schools and large companies on culture
change, explains how we can build the platform

www.oesisnetwork.com
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of capacity, readiness, and alignment. These
are the deep social and emotional processes of
strategic alignment that some of our schools are
now engaged in. We focus on this topic at OESIS
Boston on Oct. 21 and 22.
It’s time for School Leaders and Boards
to clearly define reality. Ten years ago at a

California Heads conference, I heard that the
average age of a school that failed was more than
80 years old. Many schools have become brittle
organizations that are hard to manage and even
harder to change. This sonnet by Percy Shelley,
writing about the broken statue of Rameses II
(Greek name Ozymandias) found in Thebes,
captures the danger succinctly:

credit: Sonnet. Ozymandias by Percy Shelley
www.oesisnetwork.com
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Why the 50-Year NAIS Governance
Experiment is Over

The Extrinsic
Sanje Ratnavale
President
OESIS Network
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I

n Part 1 of this series, we focused on how
the 50-year NAIS governance experiment
around mission failed to build constituency
alignment. The resulting landscape is one of
schools fragmented into siloes operating tactically
because there is no alignment of strategy to the
mission.

Grades were cast as the villain of all education
ills and thus by removing grades and replacing
them with accomplishment by competency on a
transcript (no grades at all but proficiency levels
up to mastery), they thought the whole system
(including curriculum, pedagogy, and student
health) would change.

In Part 2, we examine how the resulting
strategic vacuum gravitates toward extrinsic
motivators instead of productive and aligned use
of the mission. The evidence we see comes from
an unusual source, many of those who have led
and still lead NAIS.

At OESIS, we initially supported the MTC
effort, offering our conferences for messaging on
the Mastery Transcript. Because we quickly had
fundamental problems with the approach, we
declined to participate any further. Here is why.
The MTC Founders suggested that their approach
could be implemented by a school immediately
(see slides below shared at OESIS L.A. in
February 2017) with one track for students who
were being evaluated with grades and another
track for students who were being evaluated on
“mastery” with credits for accomplishment and
validation.

This is important because in Part 3 we
explain what needs to be done to avoid these
extrinsic temptations and pitfalls on the road to
achieving sustainability.
A Lost Opportunity
Over the last decade, a solution
appeared that could have helped
schools shift away from the focus
on vague missions and instead,
tune into pursuing missions that
could be evaluated in a measurable
way. Independent school parents
had become increasingly fixated
with grades in the narrowing zerosum game for college and future
success. It was almost impossible
for high school principals and heads
to manage this, particularly when
donors and Boards were at their
heels to deliver results.

Source: OESIS LA 2017 presentation

The late John Chubb, former
President of NAIS, proposed mastery or
competency as a solution to this problem: with
a mastery approach students would have more
time to master learning, and teachers could offer
more intervention and personalize teaching.
Many of the founding schools of the Mastery
Transcript Consortium (MTC), including its
Founding Board, several of whom served on the
NAIS Board with John Chubb, saw this as the
magic-bullet strategy for independent schools.

The teacher could essentially be running
dual-track assessments with no change in
curriculum or pedagogy. The following slide of
a math test that showed exactly how this would
work was used. Parents could choose which track
they wanted. The students on the mastery track
could take the tests as many times as they liked
and at their own pace.

www.oesisnetwork.com
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Source: OESIS LA 2017 presentation
In their euphoria over a solution that could
eliminate grades, the audience and many of the
schools that jumped on the bandwagon had
overlooked something fundamental: there was
a difference between Standards (of content/
discipline skills) and Competencies. We
wondered if the E.E Ford Foundation had seen
what we viewed as a flaw in this roll-out strategy
because they had made the largest gift in their
foundation’s history to back the venture with $2
million. As venture capitalists to independent
schools, they must have known that the market
entry strategy was key.
The distinctions between standards and
competencies matter deeply. “Standards,” as
conventionally used in education, offer specific
statements of what students will learn at various
stages in their subjects. Standards relate to
content scope and sequence, and disciplinespecific skills. They are sequential and directly
related to the curriculum (“curriculum” is derived
from Latin, progressing in little steps).
Competencies are broader, cross-disciplinary
skills like collaboration, empathy, and
communication. They require the curriculum
to provide opportunities for students to master
them and that meant making space for crosscurricular projects and student pathways. It
also suggested a wholesale change in pedagogy
with teachers allowing students to pursue
their own inquiry rather than listening to
16

lectures and completing assigned
readings. Finally, it meant coming
up with age or developmentally
appropriate indicators of
proficiency/competency with
rubrics around these larger skills
(not discipline-specific skills as
in the Math slide). This had to
be done before any meaningful
mastery transcript could be
produced. Unless the Mastery
Transcript could show these crossdisciplinary competencies, the
purported transcript would simply
be a lengthy list of discipline-specific
standards that colleges would
quickly average and translate into traditional
grades (as they do now for public schools in states
that report performance on standards).
The Chair of the MTC, who seemed to be
genuinely interested in fostering student’s
unique strengths and interests, was actually
not advancing the cause at all. The conceptual
confusion quickly became evident when he
merged standards and competencies into
mastery. That hybrid concept came from
the charter school world of John Chubb,
where standards and competencies were
interchangeable. Incidentally, this provided
an additional method of evaluating teacher
performance rather than student capability,
a tactic that would create a very chilly climate
among the faculty in independent schools.
The confusion between standards and
competencies appeared to us, therefore, as
more of a strategy to buy time for colleges to
endorse and accept the Mastery Transcript, and
thereby exert extrinsic pressure on schools to
change. How did that meet the MTC purpose
of having students’ “unique strengths, abilities,
interests, and histories fostered, understood, and
celebrated?” It did not seem to ask schools to
evaluate students differently (intrinsically). It
was the equivalent of removing the white frosting
from the cake and replacing it with chocolate and
then claiming that you had baked a new cake.

www.oesisnetwork.com
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It was an extrinsic change that left the intrinsic
core untouched. To test this claim, it would
be interesting to know how many of the MTC
Founding Schools provide today, five years after
the MTC started, at least one cross-disciplinary
competency on their regular high school
transcripts sent to Colleges.
Nevertheless, we at OESIS still thought
identifying the distinction between standards
masquerading as competencies and true crossdisciplinary competencies would shine a light.
We hoped that the MTC would find a way to
pivot (the test of any entrepreneur) to help the
cause of the real competencies we had been
advocating for: frequently known as 21st-century
or life skills, habits of mind, and social-emotional
skills. We sent the MTC this 2016 article on the
difference. They had options that would honor
true student mastery and their stated purpose on
the MTC home page.
Our own work with OESIS member schools
and our survey results sent a clear message. Few,
if any schools, had the capacity to repurpose and
refocus academic and co-curricular programs
from top to bottom with competencies at
their core. By capacity, we mean alignment
with strategy, cultural readiness, and internal
support. While schools might have wished to
adopt a real competency-based program, they
frequently were stalled after the initial steps of
“portrait of a graduate” and identification of core
competencies.

Heads wanted both grades and competencies but
despaired over students not completing as much
of the schedule. Department Heads wanted
grades as pre-requisites or wanted to eliminate
honors designations as well. College Counselors
considered it a non-starter. Technology Directors
asked how two grade books would work, one
for mastery and one for grades. Admissions
Directors pointed out that schools would
continue to accept students based on
standardized tests and traditional criteria with no
portfolios of learning evidence while claiming to
support mastery. The tactical silos quickly kicked
into gear and quashed any hope of strategic
alignment.
As a result, very few MTC independent
schools did much more than develop a Portrait
of a Graduate. As an isolated document, the
Portrait of a Graduate could also, therefore,
be hung up in the Hall of Extrinsic High-Level
Accreditation Statements alongside the Mission,
Statement of Character, Statement of Philosophy,
and DEI Statement. At the same time, the MTC
membership fees could be justified on the basis
that these were schools being active cheerleaders
for education reform. Their membership made
them charter members of the extrinsic innovation
club, a showroom of shiny and elegant cars with
no engines. Perhaps that is why the MTC CEO
left earlier this year.
The Governance Implications

What are the governance lessons from
Furthermore, once the fundamentals of the
this? If school mission statements resulted
program were peeled back, there was resistance
in a clear set of measurable goals, objectives,
at every level. Boards were not convinced
and competencies, then the process of mission
that colleges would give equal weight to a
alignment with school practices like the
transcript with performance levels as one with
production of meaningful student transcripts
course grades and a GPA (despite the claims of
could have begun. But they are missing from the
numerous colleges). Many teachers supported
governance ideology of NAIS and its accreditation
eliminating grades, but there was no plan for
associations. Accreditation is currently inputmaintaining challenging learning experiences
based, not outcomes-based. Today there is no
and continuing to motivate students addicted to
evidence of student outcomes required other
extrinsic motivators. Would it be okay if students than the purely anecdotal that holds schools
did not complete as much of the curriculum, they accountable to what is claimed in high-level
asked, particularly if they now could do projects
mission or other broad school statements. Again,
independently and at their own pace? School
look at the following chart used in Part 1:
www.oesisnetwork.com
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To what degree would your parents be able to
recall on demand most of your Statement of
Student Competencies?

on the MTC patent applications for a mastery
transcript. We heard no mandate to that effect
from NAIS or to GOA member schools.
There was not even one mention of the school
mission in the 120-slide presentation by the MTC
at our OESIS conferences.

Source: OESIS Network Parent Mindset and
Education Survey (September 2021)

The founders of the MTC knew of the lack
of measurable goals or competencies based on
missions because many of them serve or have
served on the NAIS Board. It appears that they
did not see the mission as a conduit to these
measurable mastery competencies. If they did,
their influence with NAIS, the accreditation
agencies, or partner consortia would have
required schools to make their missions and
transcripts connect to student competencies.
Could not the Global Online Academy
(GOA), whose member schools have been very
heavily represented on the NAIS Board and as
NAIS officers in the last 10 years, help move this
needle for the MTC? They could, for example,
require GOA member schools to report student
competencies earned in the GOA courses,
ultimately landing on their own high school
transcripts? After all, GOA is a competency
advocate, very much behind the founding of
the MTC concept. Its leader, the current NAIS
Governance Chair, was listed as an inventor
18

The default assumption of the MTC and its
founding school consortia, therefore, seemed to
be that if Colleges increasingly accepted mastery
transcripts based on standards, then there would
be extrinsic pressure on participating schools and
associations to buy into the competency-based
approach. The Founders estimated publicly
at our conferences that “it would take fifteen
years” to reengineer an education program that
was driven by cross-curricular competencies:
a roll-out philosophy that would never have
even secured seed funding. It was an accurate
estimate for a typical school environment that
lacked capacity due to misalignment between
mission and program. Consequently, there was
no visible strategy for MTC success that centered
around using the north star of 50 years of NAIS
governance, the school mission, the supposed
historic source of sustainability, and school
change.
Take a moment to analyze what this all
implied about school missions, from the people
who serve and served on the NAIS Board and
had created the MTC strategy. It certainly
appeared odd that such an evolution of student
competencies was not tied to school missions.
NAIS requires much of schools, after all, such
as a commitment to diversity. An impartial
observer could easily conclude that they were
signaling that missions could not be tied to
student learning outcomes, perhaps because
missions tended to look generic and institutional.
Was it because of a fear of losing members and
endangering membership revenue streams by
making schools accountable? Was it because they
knew it meant a real change to the curriculum,
and current missions did not relate to the
curriculum? It seemed like they were saying that
schools could not change unless someone else,
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other than associations or accreditors, forced
them to do it. That left the Colleges. Where was
the NAIS emphasis on school mission as a tool for
change (intrinsic)?

To what degree would your parents be able to
recall on demand most of your DEI Statement?

The case of the apparent failure of the
MTC efforts to date is an example of the kind
of governance mentality of “all things extrinsic
always” as if the mission serves no guiding
purpose. The MTC missteps rest squarely on
both NAIS mission ideology not providing the
capacity for governance, and an associated
leadership void for accreditation.
DEI Statements without Capacity
To prove that the NAIS-inspired governance
does not work for school change, even when
extrinsic motivators appear aligned to high-level
statements, we offer another example: the DEI
statement. This next example is a cultural trigger
that might have potentially helped validate or
promote DEI statements last year: the death
of George Floyd and the Black@Instagram
reckoning of elite schools that black students
had not been treated well and did not feel a
sense of belonging in their school communities.
Surely this was an opportunity for schools to
move towards assessing a set of associated life
skills, perhaps together under the umbrella
of something like “Cultural Competency” on
a transcript, and embedding such practices
and curricular opportunities throughout a
school. This would align with and validate DEI
standards, competencies, and statements.
I asked the Head of the Latin School of
Chicago (the current Board Chair of NAIS, a
Founding Board Member of the MTC, and a
GOA member school) whether we might see
DEI competencies developed at his school and
displayed on their transcript. It would certainly
fit with his DEI statements and standards. Surely
his parent community and Board, having paid for
being a Founding MTC school, would not object
to having their kids given a Cultural Competency
or Social Justice or Anti-Racism proficiencylevel credit on their college transcripts? He
must surely have done the hard work of building

Source: OESIS Network Parent Mindset and
Education Survey (September 2021)

capacity and alignment before launching into
DEI programming solutions. Wouldn’t such a
program be considered mission-aligned?
He declined to respond. I hope he will
respond to this article, because he wrote, “Black
Leaders at predominantly white institutions
must seize this moment.” And how does that
tactic promote equity and inclusion? As we have
argued, it will be capacity-building that will result
in effective governance and strategy, not a shift
in the racial balance of school administrations.
Again, we distinguish between extrinsic and
intrinsic motivators.
High-level statements on DEI and missions
come from a previous era, reminiscent of orders
cabled to distant colonies by provincial governors.
They are not strategies; they are decrees by fiat.
All the schools facing racism backlashes had DEI
statements, but the direct feedback they received
was that these were hollow statements (like
missions), and meant as cover for anti-racism
curricular changes. See the above chart from the
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recent OESIS Survey of 75 independent schools
asking them about parent participation: less than
7% said their parents would be able to recall most
of the DEI statement.
The schools that are most brittle (and lack
capacity) are those that are most likely to rush
headlong into such positioning and programming
without doing the hard work of pre-strategy
capacity building. Many of these are the most
elite schools, with waiting lists, because they have
no incentive to change (“perhaps this is not the
right school for you; we have 50 other families
that would like your spot”). Independent school
governance by fiat and high-level positioning
has bred exactly the wrong kind of mindset and
approach to sustainability and evolution: an
extrinsic one designed either to preserve what the
school knows best or buy time to let some outside
influence be the catalyst for change.

At OESIS we have started to help our schools
with the hard leadership and community-binding
work to build capacity and alignment around
inclusion and 21st-century skills. This starts with
an openness to truth, reality, and a diversity of
opinion. It requires a culture free from fear of
reprisals. This work can be tied to missions, or
it can replace missions. These schools will be
governable and manageable. Success at a student
level will be more than sufficient glory for them.
In Part 3, Josh Freedman, CEO of the
global EQ non-profit, Six Seconds (founded by
independent school educators is the world’s
largest community of emotional intelligence
experts), explains how we can build the platform
of capacity, readiness, and alignment. These are
deeply social and emotional processes that OESIS
schools in our partnership are now engaged in.

From Reality to Capacity, before Strategy
We have sought to define the harsh reality of
independent schools. Defining reality must be
the starting point for any Board or school leader.
We understand the independent school
reality as deep in tactics, short on strategy and
alignment, and highly dependent on what other
schools do (how did that become known as “best
practices”?). We see a corresponding student
reality: learning tactics for testing, valuing
extrinsic grade outputs over their health and
deeper learning, and ultimately aligning less with
the competencies that their futures will depend
on.
That is the legacy of 50+ years of NAIS
mission governance, yet schools are still paying
the association dues, with no prospect of a $1
billion refund. The MTC founders, seeing a
real opportunity as NAIS Board members, had
ostensibly found a way to prove to all of us that
NAIS mission-centered governance had outlived
any purpose. Instead, they chose extrinsic hopes
and solutions to their feckless plans. That may be
their real legacy.

“Some seed fell on rocky
places, where it did
not have much soil. It
sprang up quickly
because the soil was
shallow. But when the
sun came up, the plants
were scorched, and they
withered because they
had no root. Other seed
fell among thorns, which
grew up and choked the
plants.”
The New Testament: Matthew 13:5-7
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W

ould you teach high school physics to
kids who never learned algebra? Sure,
great teachers could do it… but over
and over you’d say, “we’ll have to go back and
teach them this skill before we can move on…” In
other words, there are building blocks missing; if
the kids had the prerequisites, they’d have more
capacity to learn physics (and even MORE if
they’d done calculus).
Similarly, school leaders are attempting to
implement strategic change without sufficient
capacity-building. Sanje Ratnavale’s recent
articles have challenged schools to re-envision
governance because the old models are not
working well. Before schools can reinvent
themselves, they need to invest in building the
underlying prerequisites for change.

Most Change Fails. Here’s why.
In the last two decades, I’ve worked with
leaders in a wide range of organizations around
the world… from FedEx to HSBC Bank to
Qatar Airways to independent schools as well
as colleges & universities around the world. I
frequently ask: “If you want to be effective at
change, what do you do?” They have great
answers about building a plan, measuring
success, developing systems… they know what to
do! When I ask, “Are you able to make change
happen?” The answer is, in short, “No.” The
issue isn’t knowing what to do. The issue is
having the capacity for how and the clarity on
why.
For example, I worked for two years with
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps on building
capacity for change (here’s the case study). In
one program, the officers were supposed to create
an example of how they’d use the concepts we’d
taught to implement change. One Marine Major’s
plan was, basically, “yell at people.” When I
criticized this, he literally said, “Son, I guess
you don’t know how we do things around here.”
I wish I’d had the fortitude to say, “No sir, and
that’s why you’ve hired me to help you get better
at change.” In other words, this officer was stuck
in a system, in a culture, and didn’t have the
22

readiness to look outside the box.
In writing Inside Change, I looked for
statistics on organizational change. Around
70% of organizational change efforts don’t reach
their goals, primarily due to a failure to bring
people into the process. To get people READY to
change. To give them the Why and the How.
To build capacity for change, here are three
essential steps:

1. Why Change: Getting aligned on
direction
You know when you’re talking with
colleagues and you can feel that “buzz” of working
as a team? You’re on the same page. You’re
in it together. Ideas flow based on a shared
vocabulary, passion, and purpose. I’ve been
on the board of three private schools, and I’ve
never felt that “aligned buzz” with the board
and Head. I’ve talked with dozens of school
leaders on their board relations, and only one has
ever told me they feel totally aligned with and
supported by their board.
Alignment doesn’t mean everybody agrees
on all portions of the strategy. Rather, it means
that those involved trust that leadership has a
meaningful vision and reasonable path forward.
Thus trust is an essential part of alignment, and
measurement of that path forward helps build it.
Note that some people will pretend agreement to
avoid conflict, aka “go along to get along” — that
is not alignment. This “quasi alignment” has
historically tripped up school heads and boards
who believed they had buy-in from stakeholders;
this is where emotional intelligence is key:
Leaders need to be able to see beneath the surface
to assess the real level of commitment.
How about you? Irrespective of position,
when you look at your school’s leadership, what’s
the level of alignment? Do your stakeholders
have a shared picture of where the school is,
where it’s going, and are they all on the same
“side” trying to get there?
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I was coaching a Head of School around these
topics, and it became clear that their stakeholders
were not aligned. I asked, “If ‘you get what you
measure,’ then have the measures changed to
line up with the changing vision of the school?”
Answer: No.
Like many schools, they’re grappling with
a foundational issue: What is success? Is it
enough to have good enrollment numbers? To
have a good financial outlook? Schools tend
to use these kinds of measures, and over time,
the measurement tool becomes the focus. The
challenge is to step back and ask the bigger
question: How are we adding value to our
students, families, and the larger community?
As Ratnavale explained in the first article in
this series, the typical “good-sounding mission”
isn’t the answer. We need a North Star plus
a measurable, actionable path toward that
direction.

2. Ready for Change: Building trust for
honest conversation
I was coaching a senior DEI leader in a major
tech company who told me that senior leaders
are committed to equity, but she still faces
near-constant microaggressions. People from
marginalized groups don’t feel safe. Managers
don’t have the needed skills, and she’s pouring
her tremendous DEI expertise into a leaking
bucket. I asked, “What happens if you start by
building readiness before you try to make the
changes… what would “readiness” mean?” Her
answer: “Trust.”
If school personnel and board members can’t
have open, honest conversations, how likely are
they to be able to transform their schools? If
parents feel either alienated or entitled, how well
are they going to support change efforts? If kids
feel marginalized by ageism, how much energy
will they put into change?

Google spent millions of dollars learning
what any good Kindergarten teacher knows.
Project Aristotle was designed to discover:
What makes a high-performing Google team?
Across hundreds of teams, they tested dozens of
variables such as expertise, education, influence…
and in the end, the largest factor was simple:
psychological safety. One of the top drivers of
feeling safe, they found, was when team members
can share ideas and feel heard.
Psychological safety is a fancy way of talking
about trust. We measure trust in schools, teams,
and organizations, and the 2020 Vitality Study
found that 62% of the variation in organization
performance outcomes are predicted by trust
scores… and that globally, trust scores are low.
We also found three essential ingredients for
trust:
•
•
•

Transparency: share more truth
Coherence: walk the talk
Care: foster genuine connections

These are actionable steps; you can read
more about building trust in our library here.

3. Get Real: Basing a strategy on reality
and measurable success
“Strategy” is a term that’s bandied about. I
mentioned working with the U.S. Navy, and I
found their writings on strategy highly applicable.
The U.S. Naval War College describes “Three
Levels of War” — here’s a simplified version:
•

Tactical: short term; how do we move
forward today to achieve concrete steps
toward the goals? “We need to keep the
enemy ships from leaving this harbor,
so half of us will stay here to draw the
enemy fire while the other half maneuvers
around the island to block them from
behind.”

•

Operational: mid-term; to achieve the
mission despite constraints… What are
the pressing goals & objectives we need
to reach — by whom, when & how? “We
need to get forces into a place where they
can block enemy ships from attacking.”
www.oesisnetwork.com
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•

Strategic: long term; given current
reality, what constitutes success (overall
mission) and, based on this context,
what are the most powerful ways to
move toward that success? “The enemy
is planning to send ships to invade our
shores. We have more ships than they,
but we have too much shoreline to defend
effectively, so we need to dissuade them
from trying to leave their ports.”

One of the often-overlooked aspects of
the strategic level is the phrase, “given current
reality” — which must include the capabilities
of the people who will execute the strategy. I
was facilitating a “strategic planning retreat”
for faculty at a prestigious business school, and
conducted an exercise where the MBA professors
made a plan, then silently tried to execute — with
abysmal failure. What fascinated me was the
discussion after:
Me:
Professor:
Me:
Professor:

“Did you have a good strategy?”
“Yes”
“But it didn’t work…”
“The strategy was good. The problem
was execution.”
Me:
“But shouldn’t a good strategy be
achievable by the people for whom
it’s designed?”
Professor: “…”
This is one reason it’s a terrible idea for a
board subcommittee, or worse, a consultant, to
create a school’s strategic plan. They’re too far
away from the reality of what’s achievable by
the people who will have to execute the strategy.
For example, I worked with a group of boarding
schools where they’d outsource the planning
for marketing, and the schools ended up with
missions that made them indistinguishable
— thereby making it impossible for parents to
identify which was right for their families.
Often this “outsourcing” or “insourcing”
is due to a lack of capacity. “We can’t easily
have this conversation with a wide group, so
we’ll let a small subcommittee make the plan.”
Then, school leaders are left trying to ‘sell’ the
24

plan to stakeholders who were excluded from
the planning. One antidote is to ground your
planning in reality. School leaders who want an
effective strategy will start by getting meaningful,
clear data about the current situation.
There are multiple ways to collect this data;
Six Seconds (the nonprofit where I’m CEO)
publishes a validated, normed measure of school
climate called Education Vital Signs. One
important discovery in the statistical validation:
From a psychometric perspective, trust is the
central component. All the other aspects of
school climate link, in some way, to trust, and
trust (of all the factors we measured) is the
strongest predictor of performance outcomes.
Trust is something leaders either support or
undermine through their relationships. As
mentioned above, the keys are transparency,
coherence, and care — and, just as we can
measure this at an organizational level, we can
measure individual leaders’ and teams’ capacity
to develop trust.
For perspective, above are two, real, school
climate results — while we could discuss all the
factors, just focus on trust for a moment, and
imagine trying to have a meaningful dialogue
about strategy in School A vs School B.

From A to B: Putting It together
In short, strategy is choosing the path to get
from Point A to Point B. To do so effectively,
leaders will engage with simply powerful
questions:
What’s “Point B”? Do we agree? How will we
know if we’re getting there?
What’s “Point A”? What’s our current
capacity and readiness?
These simple questions carry a lot of
complexity, especially when we overlay the
“Three Levels of War.” For example… if you’re
setting out to build a SEL program, but you don’t
have that clear alignment on “Point B” and the
measures, a typical school plan would be:
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School A: Education Vital Signs Summary

School B: Education Vital Signs Summary
approach doesn’t work because:

Goal: Implement SEL
•

Operations (without clear strategy):
Get more school counselors so 30% more
students can get counseling.

•

Tactics (reactive): Hire additional
counseling staff.

The typical measure of success would be
that operational milestone of 30%. But… do
we know if students feel less anxious, more
trusting, more understood? You get what you
measure… and this measure doesn’t actually
address the problem. In many cases, schools
focus on operational success criteria because it’s
easy to justify and doesn’t require the hard work
of building alignment. Another of the benefits
of this refocus on measurable outcomes and
capacity building is enabling the formulation of
meaningful, data-informed incremental plans
(which will be a topic of a future article in this
series).
So the foundational questions are: Do we
have the skills, vocabulary, and data we need to
talk about where we are and where we’re going?
What will it take to have these conversations?

Lessons Learned
In this series, we examined the governance
failures that arise when schools use the generic
criteria advocated by leading independent school
associations. As the first article explained, this

•
•
•
•

Missions are not clear enough
Most schools have insufficient measures
and accountability for their goals
Schools, boards, parents are not aligned
Students are struggling

The second article was a deep dive into a
specific initiative that did not meet the above
criteria. While the strategy for this organization
was well-intentioned, it was not realistic given
the capacity of the specific organization (the
MTC), the governance arm of independent
schools, colleges and universities, and the schools
themselves. Readiness for change and getting
real were significant limitations.
Some school leaders may think that you are
not up to the task; perhaps you think you need
the leadership skills of Lincoln or FDR. Perhaps
so, but think instead of Theresa, Gandhi, or
Chavez. They led smaller communities at the
start of their work and relied on trust to fuel
a movement. They appealed to the needs of
their constituents and gave them a reason to
align themselves with a cause. Your cause is to
make independent school learning a profoundly
meaningful contribution to society and your
student’s lives. That requires building the
capacity to have the crucial dialogues so you can
co-create a school where all feel belonging and
safety while inspiring students to grow in mind,
body, and spirit.
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T

his is the first article in a five-part
series that explores planning for DEI
programs. Each article of the series
will be supplemented by a webinar led by our
distinguished authors. Part I is an overview
of the planning process and identifies the key
elements in the form of a four-quadrant chart.
Subsequent articles will focus on one of the four
planning quadrants illustrated in this first article.
Ask three DEI professionals for the best
way to implement and you’ll get five conflicting
answers. Whether it’s called JEDI, EDI, DEI,
DIB or something else, they’ll have a shared goal,
but dramatically different ideas and skill sets
necessary on how to move toward it.

In talking with school leaders about DEI,
we’ve found they feel an urgency to take action,
and often are trying to drive DEI in an adhoc way and without meaningful institutional
positioning or systems … so they’re working in
a reactive approach. For example, in summer
2020, the death of George Floyd reignited the
Black Lives Matter movement. Schools and other
organizations immediately issued statements on
their websites regarding their positions on DEI.
These position statements, which were criticized
by many for simply being words, were followed
up with training workshops in the fall of 2020.
Once schools recognized that the challenges
associated with DEI were numerous and complex
(and closely tied to SEL), they chose to focus
on a single element of the broad program. For
some, professional development focused on antiracism, following the recommendations of Ibram
Kendi’s recent book. Other schools looked at
inclusion strategies for all school activities, given
the socio-economic and racial diversity at the
school. In most cases, there was no well-defined
plan for moving forward nor was there a tactical
vetting of the spectrum of delivery ranging from
internal growth through structured interactions
to incorporating external concepts and applying
them to one’s life challenges. The short-term goal
was to demonstrate that schools were listening
to the voices of protest and that their position on
DEI was consistent with the values of the school.

Schools with a longer-range perspective will
consider gaining information through climate
assessment data. This critical information helps
to shape the strategy and informs the metrics
necessary to facilitate forward movement for
institutional change.
In discussions with DEI professionals about
those problems, we identified a simple matrix
that illuminates underlying assumptions about
DEI and will help DEI professionals, educators,
and especially Heads of School in designing
comprehensive solutions.
What’s Important in DEI?
To start, consider these two questions:
•

Q1: Do we start DEI work from a plan, or
from action?

•

Q2: Do we implement DEI work through
internal growth or by teaching specific,
external concepts?

The real answer to these, of course, is:
D) All of the above… but even seasoned DEI
professionals forget this truth, and often attempt
to push for change using one point of leverage.
To clarify, consider the same two questions
as scales. Q1 is the vertical axis, Q2 is the
horizontal:

The vertical axis is about focusing on the
long-term plan (Strategy) vs immediate action
(Programming). The horizontal axis goes from
the internal, relational work (Implicit) to specific
content, knowledge, policies, etc. (Explicit).
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To illustrate these scales, if a DEI
professional is prioritizing each end of each scale,
here’s what they might say:
Strategy: “There’s no point in starting on a
prescription until we’ve done a good diagnosis”
Programming: “We have to take action
now to teach the skills and facilitate the
conversations — a plan will emerge”
Implicit: “The heart of DEI is a tremendous
level of personal development and relationship
building”
Explicit: “We don’t have time to do the
internal work, we need procedures, vocabulary,
and visible tools today”
None of these is wrong. They’re all well
established, valuable approaches in working
toward equity. And, when taken to an extreme,
each represents a dangerous pitfall — especially
for school leaders.
Four DEI Traps for Heads of School

Part 1:

Overview of “What’s the Real Plan
for DEI?”

Part 2:

Quadrant 1: Strategy/Explicit
— The school focuses on strategy and
metrics.

Part 3:

Quadrant 2: Strategy/Implicit
— The school focuses on building
relationships within the community.

Part 4:

Quadrant 3: Programming/
Implicit — The school focuses on
the “heart work” — developing inner
resources.

Part 5:

Quadrant 4: Programming/
Explicit — The school focuses on
teaching concepts, behaviors, and
skills.
Measuring School Inclusion and Climate

As we look at the matrix, we can see four
quadrants on the graph. Each quadrant
represents opportunity, but each also provides a
significant risk — especially for a Head of School.
In planning your DEI approach, keep these in
mind. Think about where your school currently
falls in the matrix and where you would like it to
be in 12 months, 24 months, etc. Over the next
few weeks, we’ll examine each of these quadrants
more closely so you can determine where your
school is strong and where it needs to do more
work in an effort to move the community to
greater understanding and appreciation of socioeconomic and cultural differences.
School Climate Surveys

Go to intrepidednews.com to read the
complete series:

Normed Climate Assessment and
Inclusion Index
Engagement

Critical Questions

Involvement Scores

An OESIS Network and Six Seconds Partnership

Visit OESIS website
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Measuring School Inclusion and Climate
Partnership on Normed Climate Assessments and
Inclusion Index for Independent Schools

Sanje Ratnavale
President
OESIS Network
1.

Joshua Freedman
Cofounder and CEO
Six Seconds

Six Seconds, the leading global SEL non-profit serving
school districts and large organizations globally (from the
United Nations, to LAUSD, Amazon, HSBC and Qatar
Airways) and the OESIS Network, the leading network
for innovation at independent schools, announce their
third joint initiative: A Partnership on Normed Climate
Assessments and Inclusion Indices for Independent
Schools. We are delighted to deepen our current PD
Pathway Partnership and our DEI Consulting Solution
to expand the use of a tool formulated over 20 years with
multiple validation studies, and used by over a hundred
schools. The partnership establishes the following:

A Dedicated Partnership Team of consultants and managers to expand the delivery of Six Seconds’ leading
Normed Climate Assessment, called Education Vital Signs (EVS), to independent schools.

2. School-Specific Reports for schools to establish confidential institutional benchmarks from indexed scores. Strict
data and privacy: all surveys are strictly anonymous and confidential, and only aggregate data is shared with the
school.
3. Survey Customization that can broaden the normed question range from 26 to 40. The DEI Consulting team
under our existing partnership can help schools who need post-assessment feedback and action plan development.
4. The Inclusion Index Group: An Advisory Board to help the formulation of Independent School Inclusion &
Climate Indices. This Board will also peer review and publish Independent School Sector Research Reports.

Learn More

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1.

2.

How is the climate assessment normed?
It is normed and standardized with a median score of 100
and a 15-point standard deviation following a bell curve typical of psychometric assessments.
What is the history of the development of the assessment?

improvement. The surveys can be deployed at any time over
24 months.
5.

To what degree can the assessment be customized?
We have a list of typical additional questions that can be
added to the index group of 26 standard questions.

6.

How private is the data collected?
The survey complies with GDPR and other student and
adult privacy laws. Only anonymized and aggregated data
is returned to the school and retained by Six Seconds and
OESIS. A detailed confidentiality agreement will be provided
to schools.

7.

How long does it take to set up and complete the
survey?
The confidential assessment is completed online by all or
selected constituents in a school or district. The survey
takes 10-20 minutes to complete. The entire process, from
announcement to results, can be completed in less than two
weeks.

EVS is a well-validated tool, which has been subject to four
different validation studies, most recently in 2015. The 2015
re-analysis and norms are based on 6200 individuals.
3.

Who has participated in the assessments?
The total EVS database includes thousands of responses from
students, parents, teachers and administrators from over 100
schools ranging from 100-2000 students, a mix of private,
public, religious, and charter schools primarily in the U.S.,
Canada, and Asia.

4.

What is the price of each climate assessment?
Surveys are sold in packages of two so schools gauge school

An OESIS Network and Six Seconds Partnership

www.oesisnetwork.com
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OESIS Baltimore
Heads & Leaders Conference
Feb. 28 & March 1, 2022

Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel
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OESIS Baltimore
Heads & Leaders Conference
Feb. 28 & March 1, 2022

The OESIS Heads & Leaders Conference will take place on Monday, Feb. 28, and Tuesday, March 1, in the
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel on the 5th Floor. Heads with their leadership teams are invited to
future-proof their schools in this capacity-building institute.

Outcomes for the Conference
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to measure what you value to redefine success
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
How to separate what you have been doing from what you should be doing

An OESIS Career Confidential Recruitment Fair is separate but will dovetail with this event on Feb. 28 open
only to schools attending the conference. It is planned for the Maryland Ballroom. OESIS Career Confidential
staff will work with schools attending to match their needs with the deep knowledge we have of our candidate
needs and capabilities. Please indicate your interest in attending both when you register for the Heads &
Leaders conference. Registration is separate and will open on Feb. 1, 2022.
www.oesisnetwork.com
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OESIS Heads
& Leaders
Conference
Schedule
at a Glance
Schedule at a Glance
Monday, Feb. 28, 2022
Time
7.00 a.m. – 8.00 a.m.

Presentation
Breakfast and Registration

Session A Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify

Structure & Alignment
What’s making it difficult to lead schools
right now and going forward? Understand deeply the
unseen barriers and the routes to success for systemic
change, strategic planning and sustainability.

A1
Sanje Ratnavale
President
OESIS Network
8.00 a.m. – 10.00 a.m.
Baltimore Ballroom

A2 Panel Discussion Plenary moderated by OESIS HOS with Small Group
Activity on Governance
Capacity & Strategy
A3

Why does strategic planning struggle at independent
schools, and how can you make it work by focusing on
capacity and trust?
Joshua Freedman
Chief Executive Officer
Six Seconds
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OESIS Baltimore | Feb. 28 – March 1, 2022
Coffee Break

10.00 a.m. – 10.30 a.m.

Session B Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment

Business Models
B1

10.30 a.m. – 12 noon
Baltimore Ballroom

B2
B3

What does the Emerging Future of Work Imply for the
Regeneration of School?
Ray Ravaglia
Founder, Stanford Online and Dwight Global Online, and
Chief Learning Officer, Opportunity Education
Panel Discussion Plenary supported by Small Group Activity on Finance &
Sustainability
Sustainability & Cost Management
If inflation impacts demand, aid and recruitment, how can your school
handle it? How can your school align your costs and your teaching and
learning more effectively?
Sanje Ratnavale, President, OESIS Network

www.oesisnetwork.com
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OESIS Baltimore | Feb. 28 – March 1, 2022
noon – 1 p.m.

Lunch

Session C Outcomes
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to measure what you value to redefine success
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
How to separate what you have been doing from what you should be doing
Performance Measures
How exactly does your Admissions office know a new family is mission
aligned? How do your teachers know that the kids will thrive in their new
C1
classes? What do we need to recalibrate to avoid apparent success being
actual failure?
1.00 p.m. – 2.30 p.m.
Baltimore Ballroom

OESIS Heads of School
Panel Discussion Plenary moderated by OESIS HOS with Small Group
C2
Activity on Critical Success Factors
School Climate & Data
How can you measure what matters rather than measure what is easy? How
can a Climate Survey tell you anything if it is not normed or does not have a
C3 trust measurement model?
Michael Eatman, Six Seconds DEI Partner, &
Josh Freedman, CEO, Six Seconds.

2.30 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.

Breakout Sessions on Pedagogy and Curriculum

Session D Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
How to separate what you have been doing from what you should be doing
Innovation not Extrinsic Solutions: 5 Profiles of Schools Doing the Hard Work
D1 School Building Capacity
D2 School Focus on Whole Child
D3 School Embedding Mission Aligned Competencies K-12
Maryland Ballroom
D4 School Programmatic Innovation Pathway
E&F
D5 School Immersed in SEL
In these sessions, we look deeply at what OESIS Network schools are doing that is really different.

Baltimore Ballroom

3.30 p.m. – 4.00 p.m.
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Tea and Networking
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OESIS Baltimore | Feb. 28 – March 1, 2022
Plenary Collaboration and Feedback

4.00 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.

Session E Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to measure what you value to redefine success
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
Baltimore Ballroom

E1

Maryland Ballroom
E&F

E2

Case Study Based on Day 1 Outcomes & Themes
Small Group Discussion Followed by Plenary Collaboration
Heads & Leaders Genius Bar
An opportunity to get Direct Feedback on Your Context & to
network. Appointments scheduled with speakers, OESIS Network and Six
Seconds management.

Tuesday, March 1, 2022

Time

Presentation

Session F Outcomes
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify

F1

9.00 a.m. – 10.30 a.m.
Baltimore Ballroom

Parents: What do parents actually want from independent schools now?
What are possible differentiators for independent schools going forward?
Ray Ravaglia, Founder, Stanford Online and Dwight Global Online, and
Chief Learning Officer, Opportunity Education

F2 Panel Discussion Plenary moderated by OESIS HOS on Polarization,
Education & Unity.
Boards: Why do you have a board that doesn’t understand your school? Are
board members present for their own vision, or in service? How could you
F3 make your Board more aligned?
Anabel Jensen, Former Board Chair of Synapse School (CA), Founding Head of
Nueva School (CA) and Co-Founder of Six Seconds.

10.00 a.m. – 10.30 a.m.

Coffee Break
www.oesisnetwork.com
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OESIS Baltimore | Feb. 28 – March 1, 2022
Session G Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to measure what you value to redefine success
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
How to separate what you have been doing from what you should be doing
Leadership
G1

What is our job now as school leaders or what should it be, given the
challenges ahead?
OESIS Network Head of School

10.30 a.m. – 12 noon

G2

Baltimore Ballroom
G3

Plenary Panel Discussion on People
Recruitment
How do you get the right people, and keep them? Is teaching as a
profession losing its nobility amidst a fundamental re-examination of life,
purpose and meaning in the Great Resignation? Here is what you may need
to do to ensure your supply base.
OESIS Network Head of School
Lunch

12.15 p.m. – 1.15 p.m.
1.15 p.m. – 3.00 p.m.

Plenary Collaboration and Feedback

Session H Outcomes
How to use this time of disruption to lead change
How to build capacity and trust to future proof your school
How to evolve pedagogy and curriculum into alignment
How to measure what you value to redefine success
How to adapt governance models to bind and unify
Case Study Based on Day 2 Outcomes & Themes
Baltimore Ballroom

H1

Small Group Discussion Followed by Plenary Collaboration
Heads & Leaders Genius Bar

Maryland Ballroom
E&F
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H2

An opportunity to get Direct Feedback on Your Context & to network.
Appointments scheduled with speakers, OESIS Network and Six Seconds
management.
Conference
concludes at 3.00 p.m.
www.oesisnetwork.com

FEEL
CONFIDENT
TEACHING
CURRENT
EVENTS
thinkeranalytix.org

The Disagreement Project is a simple, fun, and structured
activity where students engage in a discussion about a
topic of their choosing (or yours). This activity helps
students develop the reasoning and social emotional
skills needed to engage in productive disagreements.
Battle-tested by hundreds of teachers and students, this project is
designed to be used oﬀ-the-shelf to help students have better
discussions about controversial issues.
This resource is brought to you by ThinkerAnalytix, an education
non-proﬁt organization partnered with Harvard's Department of
Philosophy.

www.oesisnetwork.com
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Strategic Professional
Development Consulting Services

S

Level 2: Developer Pathways guide teachers as
they develop curriculum for a course or unit that
builds desired competencies.

Tara Quigley, an OESIS Network
Leader who developed our
Project-Based Learning,
Competency-Based Education,
Social Emotional Learning, and
Cultural Compency pathways, is
Tara Quigley available to provide PD Consulting
Services for our member schools.

During Level 3: Practitioner Pathways, teachers
are asked to solicit feedback from peers, students, and
administrators in refining and revising a course or unit
they have previously taught.

Your OESIS Network Membership now includes
three 30-minute professional development planning
sessions each year to assess your school’s needs and
goals. Tara can also provide an estimate to customize
faculty professional development curriculum for your
faculty inservice sessions. Select desired outcomes
(on the pathway matrix) so we can integrate
milestones from our various foundational pathway
curriculum to achieve your specific needs.

Level 4: Mentor Pathways take teachers through
the process of becoming mentors to fellow faculty.

everal of our OESIS Network member schools
have been asking us to customize professional
development curriculum for their faculty with an
emphasis on their school mission. Our foundational
pathways can be integrated to enhance a school’s
learning culture.

Flexible and Personalized
All Pathways include discussion boards and
opportunities for interaction and community building
amongst your faculty, encouraging collaboration and
engagement. OESIS Pathways have four levels, which
provides ample opportunity to personalize curriculum
for your faculty. Each level builds upon the previous
and includes specific tasks and assignments to allow
for faculty to learn and develop at their own pace,
from an introduction to guidance and support as they
build content and skills in the Practitioner and Mentor
levels.
Level 1: Introduction Pathways frame the ideas
and build the background knowledge and common
terminology to help teachers understand the purpose
of the work.
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Assessment and Feedback
Your faculty can receive feedback and guidance about
their work in the Pathways with us. OESIS can provide
guided support, feedback, and assessment from one
of the Network Leaders as your faculty progress
through the Pathways. We can also do this together
with your PD leaders.
OESIS Network members may schedule three
complimentary 30-minute strategic professional
development consulting sessions annually, using this
scheduling link.

www.oesisnetwork.com

OESIS Network Verified Pathways
can be customized for your inservice
Competency-Based Education — Beginning with the principles of equitable
grading, this Pathway builds the case for students working toward competency or
mastery. Milestones include the process of developing a CBE program beginning with
a Portrait of a Graduate to competencies to learning outcomes to mapping school
programs and academic courses. Finally, the notion of student choice through student
Pathways and Portfolios is introduced. The goal is to prepare for the design of a CBE
pilot module in Level 2, even if the entire school has not yet migrated to a CBE program.
Project-Based Learning — Using the principles of backward design as a
foundation, this Pathway begins by clearly defining the characteristics of PBL and the
misunderstandings associated with this flexible and student-directed approach to
learning almost any subject. Debunking the myth that PBL is simply a replacement for
a test at the end of a unit, we emphasize the importance of redesigning content and
skills in the form of a longer-term project that is driven by a big question and results in
a public performance followed by a reflection on learning. Heavily driven by formative
assessment, the goal is to restructure, but not replace, traditional courses or to create
new interdisciplinary courses by posing big questions that define a set of skills and
content from the traditional scope and sequence.
Social-Emotional Learning — Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process
through which children and adults
• acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to
understand and manage emotions,
• set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others,
• establish and maintain positive relationships, and
• make responsible decisions.
Cultural Competency and DEI — How do we thoughtfully understand and navigate
the complexities of multiple cultures in our curricula and school communities? The goal
of this Pathway is to challenge the “Western Canon” that represents a single cultural
heritage of white European males and to celebrate the cultural differences in our school
communities. There is a specific emphasis on the notion of “whiteness” as a social
construct that is equivalent to any other cultural construct. With the current emphasis
on equity and inclusion, this Pathway is a timely opportunity to find out what it means
to be culturally competent, and why it is important in our schools. We then dive into
the challenges one might face in working through issues of cultural competence such
as implicit bias. Our beliefs and attitudes are then tied to neuroscience research to
illustrate the impact of statements, actions, and assignments, and assessments that may be
biased and thus create emotional anxiety for some students. The Pathway concludes with
specific examples and lesson designs that are specifically focused on equity issues.
continued on page 42
www.oesisnetwork.com
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Customize OESIS Pathways b
Social Emotional Learning

Outcomes

Effective & Responsive Feedback

M4 — Student-Driven Learning
M3 — Awareness of Self & Others
M5 — Articulating Goals

Maintain Growth Mindset

M4 — Compassionate & U
M6 — Metacognition
M2 — Articulating Goals /
M4 M5 — Student-Driven

M1 — Awareness of Self & Others

M2 — Articulating Goals

M1 M2 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others
M4 — Student-Driven Learning

M2 — Articulating Goals /
M4 — Student-Driven Lear

M1 M2 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others
M4 — Metacognition
M1 M2 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others
M4 — Student-Driven Learning

M3 — Articulating Goals
M5 — Compassionate & U

M1 M2 — Awareness of Self & Others
M5 — Articulating Goals

M1 — Articulating Goals
M5 — Awareness of Self &
M6 — Metacognition

M1 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others

M2 — Articulating Goals /
M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 M5 — Student-Driven

M4 — Student-Driven Learning

Student Driven Agency

M1 — Interdisciplinary Min
M2 — Articulating Goals /
M6 — Compassionate & U

M2 M3 — Awareness of Self & others

Lifelong Learner with Inquiring Mindset M4 — Student-Driven Learning

Compassion for Self, Others, & Global
Environment

Project-Bas

M1 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others

M4 — Metacognition
M5 — Articulating Goals

Clearly Articulate Competencies &
Learning Outcomes

Encourage Metacognition Through
Feedback and Reflection

Maintain Inclusive Learning
Environment

M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 — Student-Driven Lear
M1 — Awareness of Self & Others
M5 — Articulating Goals

M2 — Awareness of Self & Others
M3 — Awareness of Self & Others

M1 M2 — Awareness of Self & Others
M4 — Student-Driven Learning
M1 M2 M3 — Awareness of Self & Others
M4 — Metacognition
M5 — Articulating Goals

Seek Connections and Interdisciplinary M1 — Awareness of Self & Others
Mindset
40

M1 M2 M3 — Articulating
M4 — Compassionate & U

M3 — Awareness of Self & Others

www.oesisnetwork.com

M1 M3 — Articulating Goa
M6 — Metacognition

M4 — Student-Driven Lear
M5 — Compassionate & U

M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 — Compassionate & U
M6 — Metacognition

M2 — Articulating Goals /
M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 — Student-Driven Lear
M5 — Compassionate & U
M5 — Awareness of Self &

M1 — Interdisciplinary Min
M4 — Student-Driven Lear
M1 — Articulating Goals
M5 — Awareness of Self &

by Milestones and Outcomes

sed Learning

ndset
Student-Driven Learning
Useful Feedback

Cultural Competency
M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 — Student-Driven Learning

Useful Feedback

Student-Driven Learning
Learning

Competency-Based Education
M2 — Student-Driven Learning
M5 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M4 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback

M1 — Awareness of Self & Others
M2 — Awareness of Self & Others

M1 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M4 — Articulating Goals
M6 — Metacognition
M5 — Articulating Goals
M6 — Metacognition

Student-Driven Learning
rning

Useful Feedback

M1 M2 — Awareness of Self & Others
M3 — Articulating Goals
M5 — Student-Driven Learning

M2 — Articulating Goals

M1 — Awareness of Self & Others

M1 — Compassionate & Useful feedback
M6 — Metacognition
M5 — Articulating Goals
M6 — Metacognition

Others

Student-Driven Learning
Learning

M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 M5 — Student-Driven Learning

Goals
Useful Feedback

rning

M2 M3 M5 — Articulating Goals
M4 M5 — Student-Driven Learning

als

rning
Useful Feedback

rning
Useful Feedback

M4 — Student-Driven Learning

Others

M2 — Student-Driven Learning
M5 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M6 — Metacognition
M4 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M6 — Metacognition

M1 M2 — Awareness of Self & Others
M3 — Articulating Goals
M4 M5 — Student-Driven Learning

M1 M5 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M3 M4 — Articulating Goals
M1 M2 M3 — Articulating Goals

Others

ndset
rning

M1 M5 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M3 M4 — Articulating Goals
M1 M2 M3 M5 — Articulating Goals
M4 — Compassionate & Useful feedback

Useful Feedback

Student-Driven Learning

M1 M5 — Compassionate & Useful Feedback
M2 — Student-Driven Learning

M4 M5 — Student-Driven Learning

M2 — Student-Driven Learning
M3 M4 — Articulating Goals
M1 M2 M3 — Articulating Goals

www.oesisnetwork.com
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OESIS Network Verified Pathways (continued)
Critical Thinking — Using an argument mapping tool, this Pathway takes current
issues such as “should we wear masks in public?” or “should we build a border wall?”
and dissects arguments for and against each issue by exploring the components of each
argument and premise. Finally, this Pathway applies those principles to both expository
writing and class discussion/debate by examining how t use the argument mapping tool
in both settings. Research results are provided to show the improvement in student
critical thinking, and subsequent writing and speaking improvements by implementing the
argument mapping approach.

Grading for Transparency and Opportunity — Most experienced teachers
understand the limitations of grading systems, but many of those limitations have been
created by schools themselves as they incorporated more aspects of student behavior
and performance into grades, thereby challenging the fundamental notion of equity. The
goal of this Pathway is to develop more transparent and productive methods of grading
that support a growth mindset, enable teacher intervention, and capture growth.

STEAM — This Pathway begins by defining STEAM and how STEAM programs differ
from STEM and traditional applied math/science programs. Then the question of the
importance of STEAM is explored with several examples of why the Arts enhance
STEM through the exercise of true creativity and design thinking, prerequisites for a
quantitatively-motivated interdisciplinary program. Multiple examples of existing STEAM
programs at schools are provided in order to stimulate thinking about a program you
might wish to design and implement. The goal is to select a specific program under the
STEAM umbrella that can be designed in the Level 2: Developer Pathway.

Flex-Blended Learning — While this Pathway is particularly appropriate for planning
school during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is also a widely accepted model for the
ongoing delivery of programs at independent schools. Beginning with the opportunities
for and advantages of blended learning, we move to the integration of blended learning
with the traditional academic program, flex models that work well in a blended
setting, tools for implementing effective blended learning, and design/implementation
considerations. During the design phase, participants will have the opportunity to meet
virtually with several experts in the flex-blended field.

Sign up for an OESIS Network Leader Verified Pathway
42
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The Life Cycle of PD Culture Change, Part 1
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By Joel Backon, VP, OESIS Network, and
Tara Quigley, OESIS PD Consultant and OESIS Network Leader
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The Life Cycle of PD Culture Change, Part 1

I

n 2000, Peter Senge, of the MIT Sloan School
of Management, published his fourth book,
Schools That Learn. Early in the book, Senge
says the following about learning communities:

it was a banner year for PD, and I’m sure you’ll
agree that we should increase our PD budget for
next year given all the activity we are seeing.

The idea of a school that can learn has
become increasingly prominent during the last
few years. It is becoming clearer that schools can
be recreated, made vital, and sustainably renewed
not by fiat or command, and not by regulation,
but by taking a learning orientation. This means
involving everyone in the system to express
their aspirations, build their awareness, and
develop their capabilities together. In a school
that learns, people who traditionally may have
been suspicious of one another — parents and
teachers, educators and local community,
administrators and teachers, students and adults
— recognize their common stake in the future of
the school and the things they can learn from one
another (Senge 5).

What happened to Senge’s vision of the
school that learns?

More than two decades later, this is what
we might read from an independent school head
writing to the Board of Trustees:
Last year we continued our strong
commitment to faculty growth and learning
through professional development at Inspiration
Academy. We began the year with three days of
training on Equity and Inclusion presented by an
outside organization recommended by NAIS. I
will send you the very informative slide deck (400
slides). I am confident that our faculty are now
prepared to transform our curriculum so that
every course considers the issues of equity and
inclusion to be a priority. In addition, we devoted
four mornings throughout the year to in-service
with presentations on the need for more socialemotional learning in our curriculum, grading for
equity (we had Joe Feldman come and speak),
how we create a Portrait of a Graduate for our
website, and techniques for archiving our work
(from our own IT folks). Eight faculty members
attended conferences including the NAIS annual
conference, NAIS People of Color Conference,
and our local association’s new faculty
workshops. Three faculty members took online
courses to improve their teaching skills. Overall,
44

Let’s explore this picture.

Does the year of PD sound like it is aligned
with a specific strategy or initiative?
Do we get the feeling that there is a learning
culture at this school?
Is there a preferred method of professional
learning given school and individual teacher
needs?
Do we know whether any of the chosen PD
experiences had an impact on teacher practice in
the classroom or student outcomes?
Is there any discussion of faculty feedback
on the workshops or specific goals that were
achieved?
Do we know why more faculty members did
not elect to have PD experiences?
Why did so many of these experiences consist
of standard presentations/courses/conferences
instead of something customized for the needs
and goals of the school and individual teachers
who are at different stages of their careers and
have different strengths and weaknesses?
Some educators might call Inspiration’s
approach “Professional Development Tourism” or
a series of “PD Drive-Bys”.
This is not to say that teachers or schools
dislike PD. Rather, schools don’t have the
capacity to drive their PD initiatives nor do they
have a vision of a learning community. Teachers
enjoy learning new things but perceive their time
to do so as being very limited. Some teachers
even believe that a heavy dose of PD suggests
that they might have professional inadequacies.
It is the outgrowth of a fixed rather than a growth
mindset and a culture that has forgotten that the
well-being of their teachers is as important as
that of their students.

www.oesisnetwork.com

The Life Cycle of PD Culture Change, Part 1
Consequently, let’s consider professional
development that is embedded in the school
culture and driven by a learning strategy. It is
informed by the needs and goals of the school
and individual teachers and implemented in a
manner that leads to improved practices and
better decision-making. Finally, this professional
development is designed to measure the results
of each participating individual to ensure that it is
effective. That measurement and accompanying
reflection on the improvement of student learning
outcomes is a key piece of the entire strategy
because it will likely impact teachers’ classroom
practices. It also speaks to alignment with the
mission by asking the question,
•

“What is it that we deem important in the
realm of student learning outcomes?”

•

“What will our students be able to do when
they leave our school?”

The PD Life Cycle
Step 1: Build Capacity by Creating a Learning
Community
Traditionally, capacity makes one think of
how much fits into a suitcase. When we throw
things in randomly, the space is used up very
quickly, but if we lay everything out and organize
it by size, thickness, flexibility, etc., we can fit
quite a bit. The same is true for schools. If we
are accustomed to a “flavor of the month” PD
initiative or annual priorities that will span the
scope of requirements from the siloed interest
groups over a 10-year period, then our capacity
will be diminished. It sends a message to our
faculty that we don’t really know who we are as a
school, and thus react to the issue of the day with
a PD workshop or program.
Coincidentally, that approach aligns with
our traditional pedagogical approach in the
classroom. Students learn content and skills,
and we conclude a segment of that process with
a summative assessment. Students who perform
poorly on that assessment then become the
objects of a reactive strategy to recover their lost
knowledge and catch them up to the classroom

standard. What if we shifted to a learning culture
(instead of a school culture) that was defined by
extensive formative assessment as part of the
learning process so that summative assessment
is simply a confirmation of what we already know
about students because the formative feedback
loop makes learning visible, a key component of a
learning culture.
If we develop a learning strategy in the
context of a learning culture that is aligned
with our newly-created brief, impactful, and
unique mission statement, then capacity has the
potential to increase once we have aligned each
constituency of our community with both the
mission and the learning strategy. How does one
do that? By involving all of those constituencies
in the process (who are we as a school and how
do we want to change the world?), we get buy-in
at the core of our institution. With students and
faculty trusting that school leadership will help
make their lives better, they will sign up for the
program. Change occurs more frequently and
smoothly, and capacity expands. These principles
apply to all school constituencies, but the focus
of this piece will be faculty and their role in the
learning community.
Schools will only increase capacity if the
priorities of their constituents are aligned with
those of the strategy and mission builders. If
there is limited buy-in for the new program, then
capacity will not grow and the project will not
have the committed resources to fully succeed.
Instead, school leadership will experience
frequent occurrences when faculty members
say (tacitly or verbally) they accept the program
but in reality don’t. If there is no trust between
members of the leadership team, administrators,
and faculty, then power relationships become the
guiding principle, and acceptance and buy-in part
ways. Capacity-building will garner true support
and enthusiasm while top-down initiatives will
garner passive resistance and undermining of
priorities. How does one know what true buyin looks like? Begin with what true student or
teacher engagement looks like. The two are quite
similar.
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In both cases, you will sense an increased
level of motivation. Often, it is in the form of
questions, either of clarification or challenge.
When students are inquiring or actively pushing
back, they are engaged. When they are not,
they say nothing or make polite comments. The
same is the case for faculty. When you describe
your vision, the response will tell you if they
are engaged. Avoid being too prescriptive as
you articulate the vision and strategy. That is
implementation and you will want your faculty
to have autonomy for the practitioner phase. It is
what they do. The same would apply to students.
You might ask them a “big” question and tell
them the goal is to come up with an insightful
response, but not tell them how to go about
finding the answer. That is what students do
when they are engaged,
Now you have a fairly good sense of who
is on board. There will inevitably be a group
of obstructionists. They don’t like your vision
because it represents a change to their current
practice, it wasn’t their idea, it conflicts with
their philosophy of teaching and learning, it
seems like too much work, or it is a loss of
confidence and well-being that they will mourn.
Often it is expressed with statements such as “I
am too busy” or “this is too much on top of my
workload.” The objections are legitimate and
need to be addressed if the school is to move
forward with its individualized learning strategy.
More on the techniques for expanding alignment
with your vision and what to do about those who
are unconvinced in the two subsequent articles
on building a PD culture.

Step 2: Identify Your PD Goals for
Creating a Mission-Aligned PD Strategy
If you have a vision for a learning community,
what are your specific goals? How will those
goals align with the school’s broader strategy
for moving forward? For example, if one of your
strategic goals is to develop a more individualized
approach to student learning (presumably a
hallmark of independent schools), what will
that look like and how will it impact each school
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constituency (students, faculty, parents)? Let’s
focus on the faculty. If they buy into your vision,
creating alignment with this strategic goal, your
capacity for change increases and improves the
odds that the program will succeed.
The first step would be to answer the
question, “What does a master teacher that
instills the values of our school (we are a
supportive learning community that keeps our
students safe) and is committed to individualized
learning look like? Are we able to describe
that teacher by defining the competencies for
learning adults and then identifying how faculty
will demonstrate those competencies? Once we
identify those key skills and how they will be
affirmed, they can be articulated as a framework
that will be used whenever the school provides
professional development.
Some will object to this approach, describing
it as a creed leading to indoctrination (one size
fits all). Be sure everybody understands that the
strategy and associated goals are the results of
listening to the needs and concerns of all parties
invested in the success of students at the school.
Remember, frameworks are all about flexibility
to adapt to individual circumstances within
community-accepted guiding principles. For
example, what teacher or parent would not want
the school to address the individual needs of
their child? The specific pathways to achieving
those goals will vary, based on the individual
experiences of the students and the teachers.
Some may be well-versed in competencies from
workplace experiences, some may want to focus
on the merits of project-based work, others
may believe that SEL is the key to success in
competency-based work, and others may think
executive skills are the key to success in the new
framework. All of those considerations should
be incorporated into a comprehensive learning
community strategy, and expertise in each area
will be necessary for the success of that strategy.
Everybody should understand that, as a learning
community, the network of resources that all
of the adults in the community bring to this
endeavor is important.
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Finally, make sure you hit the target
when diagnosing the current challenges. If
the community misses the mark, and you
develop a solution for a symptom rather than
the root problem, your strategy is likely to be
unsuccessful. For example, if you conclude
that the problem is students are not turning in
homework, you might revamp your homework
policy and see no change in the regularity of
submissions. It might be because the homework
issue is a symptom of lack of student engagement,
the real problem. Sometimes it’s hard to admit
that you own the problem. You have a talented
faculty who are quite dedicated; how can
students lack engagement? Talent doesn’t de
facto translate into effective learning. It needs to
be channeled, and that is what building capacity
and identifying strategic goals as a learning
community is designed to do: get everybody
on the same page by diffusing blame and
emphasizing the possibilities by rethinking a few
key steps.

Step 3 - Prioritize the PD Results
One of Steven Covey” “Seven Habits” is,
“Begin with the end in mind.” Covey and Grant
Wiggins must have known each other because
they are both advocates of backward design: 1)
What will it take to provide every student with
an individualized learning experience? and 2)
What will that look like and how will we know
the experience was successful? What will each
teacher be able to do that they were unable to
do before this program (the same question we
would ask about our students in a competencybased program)? The tendency is to start by
identifying all of the policies and practices
that have to change and then create a team to
address each. For example, we have to change
our grading system because competencies don’t
use letters or points. Is changing the grading
system a need that should be prioritized? Or is it
the result of a more fundamental change? What
if we (the teachers) define the competencies
we believe make the best teachers (and then
students), and decide how they will periodically
demonstrate those competencies? Then the
grading exercise becomes the natural result of

creating a competency-based system. The change
results from building something new, not fixing
something old. Then the school can decide on a
transition plan; perhaps grades will appear with
competencies on grade reports and transcripts for
three years, and then grades will be dropped.
How do we know what PD is needed and
when? Identifying competencies results from
the question of what we value in great teaching
and learning (what’s our “North Star”?). What
we value expands the PD choices rather than
narrowing them. PD will now be prioritized by
the questions that must be answered to build a
new program. How do we identify great teaching
and learning given that individualized learning is
the strategic/mission-based priority? What does
it look like at our school? Does it look different at
other schools? Why is it important that we focus
on these qualities we have identified (as opposed
to others)? Isn’t our program driven by the sheer
talent and effectiveness of our faculty? Is there
anything threatening about discovering and
identifying our collective strengths?
Note that these questions suggest that
competencies, unlike standards, will be crossdisciplinary or learning community goals. It
is great for a geometry course goal to state:
students will be able to calculate the hypotenuse
of a triangle if they are to successfully survey
property lines. That is not, however, a community
goal or competency. Instead, it may be one
of several skills from Geometry that meet the
criteria of a competency such as critical and
analytical thinking skills. Students might satisfy
the requirements of that competency through
a pathway that offers specific skills in some
academic disciplines. Then think about how
teacher success would be ascertained. Is it all
about student success, relative or absolute? Are
there mitigating factors that might shift the focus
from student success?
If we are going to improve student learning
at our school, and that is certainly a goal for
which we all strive (hopefully in unique ways
from school to school), then we have to focus on
identifying what we want our students to take
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from their education at Inspiration Academy (like
the example above) and how we will know that
they have learned what we have prioritized. You
are likely thinking about summative assessments,
as that is how we currently identify ways in which
one demonstrates what they have learned. The
notion of a summative assessment is instructive
in this context if we broaden our thinking about
types of assessments. If the competency is
effective communication skills, then how do we
confirm that a student or teacher has met our
expectations? What types of assessments would
be appropriate and who would administer them?
As Covey and Wiggins say, once we identify
the learning community goals and associated
competencies, the success criteria (assessment)
is the next step. We work backward until we
arrive at the actual PD requirements that support
the success criteria and the learning community
goals.

Step 4: Implement Your PD Plan
Now it’s time for the rubber to meet the road.
You have a vision. You’ve been able to build a
learning community with buy-in or alignment
from most of your community in support of
that vision. You have prioritized the PD needs
based on a series of questions that will ultimately
provide different answers to different people.
Now it’s time to create the actual PD. How
would we create a flexible workshop or a set of
resources for independent or small group work?
We’ve got some content to think about (what are
competencies?), we’ve got some skills to consider
(how do we choose the five or six most important
competencies, and what do we do with those we
decided not to use?), and we’ve got an approach
to determine (what are the pedagogies for the PD
experiences?).
While we might agree on content and skills,
pedagogy might be less clear, and it may not
be “one size fits all.” This is where good PD
design enters the picture, and while it might
seem unimportant to the earlier questions and
challenges, it can make or break the success of the
entire initiative. To say it another way, if faculty
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do not have a good PD experience for this project,
all the time you spent building the alignment and
trust between you and your faculty will be wasted.
Do we have models for the PD that will fit
best at your school? Unfortunately, based on your
questions and success criteria, you may well come
to the conclusion that most of the PD your faculty
experienced in the past was a waste of time
and money because it was disconnected from
the learning community goals and strategies.
That’s why, for example, sending a team of
three teachers to a DEI workshop or conference
resulted in no qualitative or quantitative
change in intra-community relations. While the
workshop leaders may have been very inspiring
and helpful, they were unable, by definition,
to apply the context of your institution and its
challenges.
You may ask who the experts are if they
are not those who lead these conferences. They
are experts in their field, but they are amateurs
at applying their knowledge to your school
community, particularly from the podium at
the conference. Independent schools are often
married to what we call “best practices.” The term
confuses a normal distribution, which defines
frequency, with the concept of quality. If many
schools are applying a specific practice or system,
it means that it is popular, not that it is excellent.
The experts on excellence at your school will be
found in your community. You may need support
in extracting that excellence from outside experts
who are willing to commit the time to fully
understand your culture, but at the end of the
day, you will be implementing the programs that
lead to change, in this case, more individualized
education.
Again, there is no magic bullet for success.
We do know a few things that should be
instructive as we consider the implementation
plan:
Active learning is the theme of the day. While
your faculty may have been well-trained to be
effective passive learners, imagine how well they
will do as active learners (the same applies to
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students).

Summary

Self-service is another important theme. It’s
okay to provide learners with resources if you
feel they are “essential” to the successful learning
of the target skill or content. However, in a
learning culture, learners discover on their own,
sometimes with guidance.

Some of you may be thinking that the life
cycle of PD culture is vastly different than the PD
you have experienced in the past. That’s because
learning organizations commit to a prescription:
follow steps 1-4, rinse (self-evaluate), and repeat.
We are building a community of people who
understand the mathematical concept of limits.
We can get closer and closer to the axes (our
goals), but we never quite get there, and thus
we are in a process of continuous improvement
to meet the goals that align with our strategies
and mission. That’s why building a PD learning
culture is cyclical (and non-Western!). Gone are
the days of “drive-by PD”. These are one-shot
PD workshops that are disconnected from the
core goals and strategies of the school, often led
by “experts” from outside (because there are no
experts at the school?), and are often selected by
administrators for a larger group of teachers with
the assumption that they all have the same needs
and aspirations. Instead, view LeBron James
as the learning culture role model. Arguably
the best basketball player in the current game,
James spends his entire off-season practicing and
improving all the skills he is famous for because
there is always room for improvement, in his
view. That is a cornerstone of a learning culture.
We can always serve our students better than we
currently do.

What about the online vs. F2F debate?
It doesn’t matter. The quality of the learning
experience is the goal. Delivery of that quality
experience should be secondary. If we were
married to the research, we would provide a
blended experience.
The setting is critical and should be
appropriate to the topic. For example, if
tomorrow’s workshop is focused on experiential
learning, a conference room or classroom is not
an effective setting for learning.
The overall size of the group for the PD
experience? Size doesn’t matter. If the entire
faculty will be involved at the same time
and we respect #1-4, then the group will, by
necessity, be broken down into smaller groups
or individuals (we prefer small groups because
learning is a social process and the brain is a
social organ). When do you need to bring larger
groups together? When the goal is common
understandings (we all need to work on conflict
resolution, for example), differentiated from the
inventory of competencies and knowledge that
your learning community faculty will embrace on
their own.
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Where Journalism Intersects
Professional Development
Intrepid Ed News is a lighthouse for educators and parents. Founded in January 2021 by a
collaborative of leading voices in K-12 education, we strive to meet the need for greater understanding
by our educators and parents of the practices, philosophies, and outcomes driving teaching and
learning.
With an emphasis on practice as well as strategy/policy, our place is uniquely at the intersection of
journalism and professional development with diversity at the heart of both.
Last summer, when everyone needed to recharge after our first year dealing with COVID, we
created PD Lite. Perusing the following pages will enable faculty to get their feet wet exploring nine
important themes. For a deeper dive, register for OESIS Network Leader Verified Pathways.
Visit Intrepid Ed News regularly to keep up with our recent features written by our esteemed
columnists shown on page 6. Below are samples of our most popular columns:
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•

Agility in Education: Jessica Cavallaro and Roslynn Jackson

•

Bio-Collective Innovation: Benjamin Freud, Ph.D

•

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI): Joshua Freedman

•

Flipped Mastery: Jon Bergmann

•

Leadership: Joshua Freedman, Sanje Ratnavale, Ray Ravaglia and Will Richardson

•

Parent Education: Deborah Farmer Kris, Sharon Saline, and Janelle Burley
Hoffman

•

Podcasts: Coconut Thinking and Future Learning Design

•

Social Emotional Learning: Joshua Freedman, Anabel Jensen, and Nick HaismanSmith

•

Social Media: Alan Katzman
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Future of Online
Learning

What lessons were learned from the online education
experience during the pandemic?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
Scan QR code
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Social Emotional
Learning

Why is Social-Emotional Learning foundational
for the success of every education program?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
Scan QR code
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Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion

How does my school live DEI principles and
avoid the traps that have confounded
so many DEI programs?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
Scan QR code
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Project-Based Learning
led by Thom Markham, PBL Global
Why is real PBL so critical to meeting student needs?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
Scan QR code
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clicking below links on the digital version.
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Critical Thinking
led by ThinkerAnalytix
Why are great critical thinking skills the key to
academic success and civility?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
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Competency-Based Education
led by Devin Vodicka, Learner-Centered Collaborative
How do competencies strengthen school programs
through integration and measured outcomes?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
Scan QR code
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clicking below links on the digital version.
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Liberating Assessment from Grading
led by Jared Colley and Nick Dressler
How can we use grading to help students become the
leaders of their own learning?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
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Student Feedback
led by Tara Quigley
Why is the quality and quantity of good feedback
the gateway to great student learning?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
Scan QR code
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clicking below links on the digital version.
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Leadership
As a school leader, how do I instill the values of rethinking our
beliefs and embracing the joys of being wrong?

Read feature articles
by scanning QR code on printed version or
clicking below links on the digital version.
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Cover Story:
A New Breed of Trust-Focused Leaders
Building Capacity for the Future
Profile:
Steve Loy
Head of School
Rutgers Prep School
(NJ)

I

t was a shocking offer. Steve
Loy was just 24 years old when
the Head of the Brentwood
School in Los Angeles offered
him the position of High School
Principal. Brentwood was
transitioning from a small Military
Academy to being one of the
first independent schools in the
area to build a co-ed strategy in
a market that was, at the time,
heavily single-sex biased. That
extraordinary moment of trust
and confidence left a mark on our
OESIS Member School profiled
Head, Steve Loy, of Rutgers Prep
School (NJ). Six years later at
Brentwood, another extraordinary
moment of remarkable emotional
self-control and grace was to have
a lasting impact on his career, and
we were to see the culmination of
this courage again in 2021. Join us in the story of
how Steve built upon these formative experiences
in his decades of leadership to do something
virtually no other Head we knew had decided to
do.
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Six years into his tenure at Brentwood
while Assistant Head of School, the Board Chair
recommended Steve for an open Headship at
the Dunn School near Santa Barbara: the Board
Chair had sent one of his sons there for its
special skills and learning needs program. Steve
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thought, if he were to get this job at age 30, it was
time to make this more than a career move. This
would be his life’s calling. The first step would
be to propose to Philomena, but only after asking
her father and mother first, so that together they
would take on this opportunity.
He came over to the Board Chair’s house to
share the good news. He had accepted Dunn’s
offer and Philomena and her family had accepted
him. Steve tells the rest of the story:
And he wasn't there. He was playing golf.
And as his wife said, “he only plays golf
when he is very, very angry.” So, I said,
“well, I have some news I'd like to share with
him. Maybe when he comes back, he could
give me a call or you tell me and I'll call him.”
So he called me and I said, “I heard you were
playing golf. It couldn't have been a very
good day.” And he goes on…“No, my son just
got expelled from Dunn.”
He was the one that had recommended me to
Dunn. And now his son had been expelled.
And he continued… “but my wife said you
had some pretty good news for me.” I said,
“yeah, I got the job at Dunn. And I'm getting
married. Philomena and I move up to Dunn
in a few months.”
And all he said was, “Why don't you have
the reception at our house?” He never once
brought up his son being expelled. He never
once even broached the subject of, I wonder
if there's a way to get him reinstated. And
it was just a powerful example of someone
who understood the boundaries involved in
education, the risks that you can take that are
legitimate risks, but also the things that you
simply don't do.
He easily could have suggested, even
requested my assistance. And in some cases
demanded that there's this quid pro quo:
you got this job. Now get my son back into
school. He never even brought it up; instead,
he offered his house for the reception. We
stayed at Dunn for 10 years.

In 1992, Steve was appointed Head of the
Rutgers Preparatory School (NJ). Years later,
during the fall of 2020, independent schools
around the country had been responding
with compassion and outrage at the events
surrounding the death of George Floyd. At
a Board level, there was enormous pressure
driven by the experiences, often documented
in Black@instagram accounts, describing the
racist experiences students were facing or had
faced. Heads were attacked for miswording
public statements of support or showing a lack of
commitment or compassion. The DEI Statement
had become of greater importance and now
appeared to be as significant as the mission
statement. And yet there was a prevailing
sentiment around the country that much of
the reaction was hollow; that schools needed
systemic plans for inclusion and belonging at the
very least, and depending on their missions, for
equity and social justice. Rutgers Prep and most
New Jersey schools were no different.
At OESIS, we had concerns about what
schools were doing or planning. Our partnership
with Six Seconds, the leading global EQ Network,
had helped us understand that most schools
lacked the capacity for systemic change around
most deeper learning initiatives. By capacity,
we mean alignment with the true mission,
internal support, and readiness. Leadership at
independent schools tended to be hierarchical,
top-down, and siloed into tactical functions —
DEI was likely to be siloed as well. Further,
the separation of powers meant that Board
and Heads generally acted on a “need to know
basis.” Schools were not used to the new
public accountability they were facing as they
had been protected by the traditional shield of
accreditation. And yet everyone wanted a plan
right now, even if it was likely to fail or simply
fade. We wondered which schools would see
things as we had learned: to build trust first, to
connect with the community on an emotional
level around psychological safety, and to build the
capacity before launching into solutions that were
otherwise destined to fall woefully short or even
fail.
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Steve was the first Head in our network who
had decided on community emotional readiness
for a new systemic plan around DEI, with its
mission-appropriate form as a pre-requisite. A
sine qua non. He put it to us this way:
I don't know how you build the second story
until you build the first. I don't know how we
can have an effective, prudent conversation
about issues regarding equity and social
justice and belonging if the individuals
having those conversations don't have a
genuine sense first of how they manage and
wrestle with what they're thinking and what
they're feeling. The path forward is not a
quick fix. That path forward starts from the
inside; a collection of building blocks that
start with understanding your own inner
building blocks that then how you connect
with others.
Was it those formative experiences at
Brentwood that led Steve to decide on a
community-wide trust model that first legitimized
a student or teacher or family boundaries? Had
they led him to a place quite apart from the
knee-jerk programmatic responses (curriculum
changes, extrinsic statements, and lots of
recruitment) of many elite schools, in particular?
Earlier this year Rutgers Prep School
embarked on a unique journey to build the
emotional readiness for something remarkable.
It had a good base, but Steve considered that
insufficient: the community was known for its
generosity and kindness. Even accreditation
visitors pointed to anecdotal evidence of
such feelings on campus. Many schools had
done climate surveys, but he wanted to really
understand and measure it in a way that was
normed and valid. We asked why that was so
important:
Because we don't want to lose the spirit and
climate that is here. To simply assume that
we're always going to have it, I think, would
be presumptuous. I don't want to dissect it
to the point where the joy is taken out, but
rather than “dissect,” the verb for us is we
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want to really “understand” it. We want to
know what we can do better in order to move
forward. We were not afraid to take the time
to try to better understand what's going on.
And there are several key features to this
capacity-building exercise at Rutgers that have
struck us as even more remarkable and would
be the envy of SEL and DEI leaders hoping to
implement a mission-aligned plan at their school.
This is why we chose Steve to profile in this issue
of OESIS Network Magazine.
The trust model starts with Steve’s own
learning and emotional growth. He has made
it a model and priority to assess his own socialemotional inventory. He has committed to being
an equal learning participant in every learning
group pathway and learning milestone that the
school develops to advance the ball in the DEI
and SEL areas. That humility to say that “I
am a work in progress” rather than a solutions
provider is at the core of the message. The DEI
team is as vested in the emotional process as its
leadership and the whole leadership team has
access to coaching and support. They know that
ultimately one values what you measure, and
their goal, like others, is a dashboard that has
valid data. This data is normed and is designed
not as a marketing piece, but as a tool for
intervention and programmatic change, leading
to a set of competencies that align the community
to the mission and give the students a good sense
of themselves.
There is a thick atmosphere of uncertainty
and stress that has invaded school spaces and
society at large. Communities are looking for
Heads who clearly see the fabric binding their
communities and can knit the new threads of
support. Being brave is not being first to the
solution but having confidence in your capacity to
open the opportunities. Being braver can mean
being safer first. Steve Loy has that clarity.
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Parent Mindset and Education
Survey Report 2021

Parent Education

Parent Mindset and Education
2021 OESIS Network Survey Report
1. Which of the following best describes
your position at the school?

R

ight before the beginning of this school
year, we sent an OESIS Parent Mindset
and Education Survey to our expanded
network. The data we collected is shown on the
following pages.
In response to this survey, our Parent
Education columnists will educate parents how
to address important aspects of their children's
development.

"We translate research for parents to provide
practical resources for enhancing family health
and wellness," said Intrepid Ed News Senior
Parenting Columnist Deborah Farmer Kris. "We
educate parents, while providing empathy."
Seventy-five independent schools responded
to our survey, including a good distribution of age
levels (see table 2).
Responding schools identified COVID
restrictions, kids' mental health, stressing
about kids friendships and social acceptance,
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2. Please choose the grade levels your
school offers

understanding DEI initiatives, and catching up
on lost learning as the top five issues that they
feel concern parents, going into 2022 (see table
4).
Respondents indicated that parents want
schools to prioritize their kids developing the
following skills: academic skills; executive
function and studying; self-advocacy and
communication skills; critical thinking; and
managing their own emotions (see table 5).
In the next 12 months, schools are expecting
parents to intervene for their children, rather
than allowing them to self-advocate; more
abrasive emails and interactions from parents;
and parents challenging the admnistration (see
table 6).
To support schools in enhancing their most
effective parent education tools (see table 7),
we will provide articles and videos in Intrepid
Ed News that teachers and administrators can
reference in their emails.
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3. How concerned are you with the following state of community
relationships?

4. Prioritize the top five areas you feel parents are most concerned
about going into 2022:
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5. Prioritize the top five SKILLS you feel parents are most looking for in
their kids' development next year:
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6. What are you expecting to see more of in the next 12 months?
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7. How do you feel your parent education tools have worked in the past
to increase parent understanding of school philosophy, context and
practice (not their student's activities or performance)?
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8. Prioritize the top THREE school components you think align parents
most closely with the school?
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9. To what degree would parents be able to recall on demand most of your
mission statement?
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10. To what degree would your parents be able to recall on demand most of
your Statement of Student Competencies?
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Meet Our Parent Education Columnists

Deborah Farmer Kris, who serves as
Senior Parenting Columnist for Intrepid
Ed News, is a parent educator, education
journalist, children’s book author, and
founder of Parenthood365. A child
development expert, Deborah also
works as a columnist for PBS KIDS for
Parents and writes about education for
MindShift, an NPR learning blog. Her
work has been featured in national
publications including The Washington
Post and The Boston Globe Magazine.
Deborah has taught elementary, middle
and high school, worked as a school
administrator, directed leadership
institutes, and served as an associate
scholar at the Boston University Center
for Character and Social Responsibility.
Deborah has a B.A. in English, a B.S. in
Education, and an M.Ed. in Counseling
psychology. A popular speaker, she
has offered workshops to thousands
of parents and educators around the
country. She loves sharing nuggets of

practical wisdom that can help kids and
families thrive — including her own.
Janell Burley Hofmann is an
international author, speaker and
consultant specializing on the topics of
technology, media, health, relationships
and well-being. Janell is the creator
of the original iPhone contract and a
thought leader in the space of digital
mindfulness, digital parenting and
intentional use of tech. She is the author
of the book, iRules: What Every TechHealthy Family Needs to Know About
Selfies, Sexting, Gaming and Growing
Up published by Rodale, Inc. Janell is
the founder of the Slow Tech Movement
and iRules Academy. Janell has worked
on four continents across diverse
demographics, cultures, religions, and
socioeconomics. Sensitive to the needs
of each community, Janell works with
schools, youth, families, educators, and
organizations while offering private
coaching and consulting sessions.

Sharon Saline, Psy.D. is a top expert
in ADHD and neurodiversity. Dr. Saline
specializes in an integrative approach
to managing ADHD, anxiety, executive
functioning skills, learning differences
and mental health issues in neurodiverse
and 2e children, teens, college-age adults
and families. With over 25 years of
clinical experience, she brings a positive,
strength-based approach to improving
the challenges related to attention,
learning and behavior. As a licensed
clinical psychologist in private practice
in Northampton, MA, Dr. Saline helps
people reduce frustration, develop daily
living skills, communicate better and
feel closer. An internationally soughtafter lecturer, workshop facilitator,
and educator/clinician trainer, she
adeptly addresses topics ranging from
making sense of ADHD and executive
functioning skills to managing anxiety to
understanding the teen brain.

Click below to visit our Parent Education portal
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Places, Spaces, and Chunks: How to
Help Kids Hack Their Working Memory
| Deborah Farmer Kris

H

ave you ever walked into the kitchen to
get something, only to have your mind
forget what? Or left the grocery store
with everything on your mental list except the
one thing you really needed for dinner?

Every day, we encounter the limitations of
our working memory.
When your kids forget to brush their teeth or
turn in their homework (that is sitting completed
in their backpack), they are facing the same
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challenge. The answer is not lecturing, bribing,
or berating; it’s helping kids understand their
working memory and then build routines and
workarounds to address its inherent limits.
What is Working Memory?
Working memory is basically a temporary
holding area for our thoughts while we are using
them. It’s also where we hold new information
that comes at us — data that may or may not
eventually find its way into our long-term
memory.
Barbara Oakley, author of “Learning How
to Learn: How to Succeed in School Without
Spending All Your Time Studying” describes
working memory as an octopus sitting in our
prefrontal cortex, juggling a set of balls. It can
hold about four “balls” at once before they
start dropping. As she told me in an interview,
working memory limitations are why many
students struggle at following multi-step
directions. It’s not a lack of focus. Their working
memory simply does not have the capacity to
“keep in mind” something like a five-step process
— unless they’ve practiced those steps so many
times that it has become a routine that doesn’t
require active thought.
Students — particularly those who have
working memory struggles — need concrete
strategies for moving material into long-term
storage. Here are a few hacks you can teach
your kids to empower them to use their memory
systems more effectively.

be harder for many kids and require more
concentration and mental rehearsal.
Now increase to 10 items. Most kids simply
can’t hold a string of novel words for that long in
their working memory. They don’t have enough
“slots.” They will likely remember the first few
and last few words but forget those in the middle
of the list — the same reason kids might complete
the first and last task you ask of them, but forget
the in-betweens.
Now try giving kids a string of numbers
they already know well — like a familiar 10-digit
phone number. They will likely be able to hold
this number PLUS a couple of items in their mind
because the phone number is a single “chunk”
and so only takes up one working memory slot.
So one way to improve our memory capacity
is “chunking”: taking pieces of information
and combining them into larger units that tie
together.
Here are some chunking strategies we can
teach kids:
•

Group information by type or
category: Trying to remember dinosaur
names? Try grouping them by large
carnivores, small carnivores, large
herbivores, small herbivores.

•

Write your notes in different colors:
Color can set some items apart. Perhaps
you highlight the causes of a conflict in
one color and highlight key figures in
another. Or perhaps important equations
are always written in purple in your notes.

•

Take Picture Notes: Our brain loves
pictures; take the information and draw
quick sketches that represent what you
are learning — chunking information into
visual form.

•

Use a mnemonic device: Memory
devices — such as “My Very Excellent
Monkey Just Served Unicorn Noodles”

1. Teach Kids About Chunking
Try this experiment with kids to help them
understand the purpose and limits of their
working memory: ask them to repeat back a
sequence of three numbers or items (e.g. 1, 22, 3
or banana, strawberry, apple). If they are paying
attention as you speak, that will likely be an easy
task.
Now increase to five items. The task will
74
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to remember the order of the planets
— can help the brain store a string of
information with very little effort.
•

•

Turn information into a song: Can
you still sing along to songs from your
childhood? There’s a reason kids learn
their ABCs first through song. Combining
words and music creates an instant
chunk.
Turn your studies into a story:
Whether you are studying photosynthesis
or quadratic equation, try explaining it
like a story to a pet, stuffed animal, or a
younger sibling. Stories are inherently
memorable.

All of these are forms of chunking: the goal
is to take lonely pieces of information (that your
working memory octopus is likely to drop) and
group them together in a memorable way. Then
when we need to pull the information into our
working memory, we can pull the whole chunk
rather than try to juggle the pieces.

2. Teach Kids to Use (Mental)
Places and (Physical) Spaces
When I walked into a seventh-grade class and
told them they would be able to name the first
20 United States Presidents in order by the end
of our 40-minute class — and that it would be
relatively easy — no one believed me.
But they did it, with the help of the first 8
minutes of this video. And the following week,
the majority of students could still name most of
the presidents, without further study.

I wasn’t teaching history; I simply wanted
to demonstrate a technique called The Memory
Palace. This strategy taps our brains’ spatial
memory — which is fairly well developed — to
support our working memory.
How does it work? Mentally place what you
want to remember in familiar physical places.
For example, if you want to memorize your
shopping list, you might imagine a banana on the
floor, flour and oil covering the kitchen counter,
a strawberry in the bathroom sink, garlic in the
toilet, and onions in the bathtub (watch this short
video for a demonstration). When you want to
remember the list, you mentally walk through the
house and picture the chaotic scene.
Here’s another way to tap the power of places
and spaces to augment memory: Don’t just study
in one spot. Move around! If you have a history
test on three chapters coming up, try studying
one chapter in your room, another under a tree,
and yet another in the kitchen. Review your lines
for the play while swinging or out on a walk. The
physical environment will become part of what’s
encoded in your memory, so when you get to a
specific problem, you might imagine yourself
under the tree reviewing that very topic.
When kids struggle with memory — from
mastering math facts to remembering the steps
of a task — it’s so easy for them to feel like
something is wrong with them. You’ve heard
their self-talk: “I’m stupid.” “I’ll always be bad
at math.” “She finished before me — that means
she’s smarter than me.” When we take steps
to demystify our brains’ memory systems, we
empower them to find the strategies that work for
their beautiful brain.

Deborah Farmer Kris is the Senior Parent
Education Columnist at Intrepid Ed News. Read
more of her articles on our parent portal.
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Educator Well-Being in The Digital
World | Janell Burley Hofmann

I

have been fortunate to
have worked with so
many dedicated and
passionate educators in my
career. I have been inspired
and awed by the day-today commitment it takes
to do this job and show up
for students in ways that
reach far beyond classroom
learning, curriculum
standards, and grading. As
we all know, the demands on
educators, administrators,
and staff have greatly
intensified in the past few
years. From pandemic crisis
response, adapting to hybrid
and virtual learning, and
the implementation and execution of health and
safety protocols, it’s not hard to see why we need
to assess our self-care and nurture our individual
well-being. This emergency level of education
compounded by our hyper-connected culture has
left school personnel more depleted than ever.
When our daily rounds get complicated
and there is a constant overwhelming feeling,
checking in with the simplest and most grounding
tools in our toolkit becomes a critical component
to our professional sustainability. One of my
favorite reflective questions to offer educators
is, “What might I need right now?” This prompt
embodies the ideal check-in whether it’s through
journaling, list-making, or a conversation with
another person. In my workshops, spending time
unpacking this question has led to a collection of
best practices for this moment.
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1. The Pause Button: When the central
nervous system is over-activated or we find
ourselves in chronic stress, we must build the
muscle of mindfulness. Remembering that
we all have the ability to use our pause button
and check-in with ourselves. This could be a
body scan of tension and intentional release,
a few cycles of breathing fully through inhales
and exhales, walking away from our screens,
creating space between reaction and response.
The more we practice using the pause button,
the more consistently we can rely on it in
times of stress and as prevention.
2. Personal iRules: Digital boundaries or a
working set of iRules are an excellent strategy
for educator sustainability. Writing down
what feels important to you is a key step to
identifying your needs. Perhaps you want to
wait until a certain time of day to respond to
parent communication or maybe you want
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to set up a portion of your
weekend that is disconnected
from work to recharge. The
process of creating a valuebased boundary program
builds in self-care and
compassion. Just because we
can communicate anytime,
anywhere, does not mean
that we should.
3. Tech Curfew: Putting a
high value on rest, recovery,
and sleep is one of the
greatest gifts educators can
give themselves. Having a
beginning and end of each
day is vital to our ability to
feel refreshed, focused, and fully present. If
there is one change or shift you’d like to make
for your well-being, you’ll find that consistent,
uninterrupted sleep has the highest return on
your personal investment.

day. Create a frame for the conversation with
topical prompts, time limits, and turn-taking.
If you can’t find a partner that matches your
needs, journaling is another great way to meet
the need for processing.

4. Check-In With Intention: When we
are feeling chronic stress and overworked,
ranting, venting and unloading can be quick
and easy habits to temporarily feel better. But
they don’t last and can often be even more
exhausting and draining. Instead, try finding
a professional or personal partner to have a
trusted and intentional check-in with each

5. Space: Being an educator can be demanding.
It can feel like that role fills every minute of
your day, your heart, and your mind. Taking
space away from the job and identity can
be healing. Building in time for meaningful
relationships, activities, and conversations,
unrelated to teaching is a great way to come
back to work feeling filled up and refreshed.
All educators deserve
to set boundaries, have
opportunities to process,
have time and space away
from their vocation, and feel
supported and seen. Some
school communities are
challenged in this level of
support right now. Finding
ways to adopt some of
these methods for ourselves
serves our field and our
students, while also
protecting us from burnout
and emotional exhaustion.
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Connect more, argue less: The 5C’s of
ADHD parenting | Sharon Saline

I

t’s 9 p.m. and your 13-year-old daughter
with ADHD is rushing around the house
frantically looking for her social studies
book. She’s just realized that she has to read a
chapter and answer five questions to prepare
for the quiz tomorrow. You calmly offer to
help her find the book and review the material
but, instead of graciously accepting your
assistance, she screams at you “Why can’t you
leave me alone? I don’t need you!” You snap
back, “Well actually you do or you’d know
where your book is and you’d have finished
your homework by now!” Then you both stomp
off to your respective bedrooms, wondering why
things devolved so quickly into a yelling match.
Irrational upsets, misunderstandings
and poor cooperation can leave everybody
in a family feeling disconnected, unhappy
and disempowered. When you offer choices
and negotiate collaborative solutions, your
frustration decreases and your child’s sense of
competence increases. I call this approach the
5C’s of neurodiverse parenting: self-Control,
Compassion, Collaboration, Consistency and
Celebration. My 5C’s offers families living with
neurodiverse children and teens (those kids with
ADHD, learning disabilities, twice exceptionality,
level one autism, anxiety and more) a roadmap
for reducing stress and improving day-to-day
living. You start to shift attention from what’s
not working (anger, disappointment, frustration)
towards building closeness and cooperation,
teaching essential executive functioning skills and
fostering lifelong success.
The 5C’s approach relies on strength-based
thinking, mindful awareness and personal
accountability. Here’s how it works:
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•

self-Control: Manage your own feelings
first so you can act effectively teach your
neurodiverse child to do the same. If you are
dysregulated, it’s like throwing fuel on the
growing fire of distress in your youngster.
Just like the instructions about oxygen masks
on the plane (put yours on first, then on
your child), parents and caring adults need
to make sure that they remain centered and
neutral when dealing with an upset child or
teen. Neurodiverse kids have repeatedly told
me that it is much harder to manage their
strong feelings or irrational thinking when an
adult loses it too.
•

TIP: Take a pause in the action. Think
about what words or behaviors really
trigger you. How do you typically
respond and what would you prefer to
do? Reflect on what helps you calm
down and recenter. In heated moments,
many parents (myself included) benefit
from any of these options: Breathing by
numbers (in for four, hold for four, out
for six), going to the bathroom (wash
your hands or your face, say something
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encouraging to yourself in the mirror
“You’ve been here before; you’ve got
this”), getting a glass of water or opening
a window. Do whatever works for you but
do something. You can’t think clearly or
teach self-control when you are angry or
frustrated. Once you are calmer, you can
deal more appropriately with anything.
•

Compassion: Meet your child where they
are, not where you expect them to be based
on comparisons to neurotypical siblings or
peers. This lies at the heart of satisfying
and positive parent-child relationships.
If you can accept the uniqueness of their
brain and consider what it might be like
to spend a day in their life, you will greatly
assist them on the path to accepting
themselves. Compassion also means being
kind to yourself: embrace what you do well
as a parent and stop aiming for perfection.
Parenting neurodiverse kids has many
wonderful moments and some very intense
challenges.
•

•

negotiation and compromise. Many kids with
neurodiverse profiles think that compromise
means that you agree with what they want.
Of course, this isn’t true. A good compromise
means that each person gives a little, and,
while nobody may be perfectly satisfied, the
agreement is good enough to move forward.
Collaboration with outside-the-box thinkers
especially depends on listening to their ideas
and respecting their input. You work with
them to create solutions instead of flatly
imposing rules on them. When you include
at least one of their ideas in any solution, you
increase their buy-in. Of course, you are still
the parent and, in crises or certain matters
safety or health, you get the final word. But,
you can expect more cooperation when you
approach things with a ‘we’ rather than a
‘you’ attitude. Collaboration may not be
appropriate.

TIP: Zoom out and respond rather
than react. In those tense and difficult
moments, it’s tough to remember that
both you and your child are doing the
best you can to manage what’s going on
with whatever resources you each have
available. When people are flooded by
strong emotions (especially neurodiverse
kids), it is easy to become overwhelmed
and impulsive and harder to make
positive choices. Instead of your asking
“What’s wrong with them?,” withhold
judgment and zoom out. Look at the
big picture and, relying on empathy
and kindness, attempt to understand
what’s going on in this situation. Use
reflective listening: repeat what you hear
them telling you and ask if you get it
right. Then you can neutrally share your
observations or perceptions. Later, if you
need to, vent with a partner, friend, etc.

Collaboration: Work together for solutions
to life’s daily challenges in ways that include

•

•

TIP: Use incentives to foster
collaboration. To develop collaboration,
rely on incentives that matter to your
kids. Punishments don’t work because
they don’t teach any skills. When you
use incentives, you teach your child or
teen that “have-to’s” come before “wantto’s” which improves their cooperation
and their motivation. They learn to
develop an earned privileges mentality
which is fundamentally challenging for
many kids with ADHD, ASD and LD who
want to do fun things NOW. Talk with
them about the concept of collaboration
and how you’d like it to work in your
family. Make a list of things they love
to do and link these desired activities to
things like chores or homework which are
less appealing. Incentives can include
screen time, a later bedtime or curfew,
extra social time or time with you doing
something fun.

Consistency: Aim for steadiness instead
of striving for perfection. It’s doing what
you say you will do, most of the time.
Consistency refers to sticking with a plan,
and when you cannot, allowing for exceptions
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and being clear that the exception is not
the new normal. Neurodiverse kids find
routines comforting: they know generally
what to expect and what is expected of them.
Although they may struggle with learning
and following these routines, many kids with
ADHD, LD, 2e and ASD have told me that
predictability helps orient them to situations
and their environment. Consistency fosters
the cause-and-effect learning that these
outside-the-box thinkers really need.
•

•
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TIP: Nurture their efforts to do their best
and do the same for yourself. Consistency
depends on efforting — the process of
trying to do things. Hopefully the tasks
are accomplished but it’s actually noticing
this process that is equally, if not more,
important. Efforting shows us that kids
are engaged in applying themselves and
it is this involvement that makes all the
difference. When you notice efforting,
you encourage neurodiverse kids who
often expect criticism to continue. You’re
fostering the self-confidence they really
need. Nurture their capacity for efforting
by talking about potential obstacles to
tasks like homework, chores, being kind
to a sibling, timeliness, etc. in advance
and brainstorming possible solutions.
Consider implementing timed work
periods and breaks to support efforting
and build persistence.

Celebration: Offer more positive feedback
about what your child is doing well in their
lives than focusing on what isn’t working.
Kids with ADHD, ASD, LD and 2E hear many
more criticisms about what they should be
doing rather than validation about what
they are doing. Whether it’s a frustrated
redirection, a judgmental reaction or a

corrective instruction in front of peers or
siblings, these comments contribute to the
persistent negative voice in their heads, low
self-esteem and anxiety. They ask themselves
repeatedly “When is the next time that I’m
going to mess up? Why can’t I do things
right?” To counteract this process, you’ve
got to offer more words of encouragement,
validation and specific praise than you
probably do. Studies have found that a 3:1
ratio of positive to negative comments can
significantly promote behavioral changes and
can-do attitudes. This isn’t cheerleading, but
rather genuine observations of solid efforts
and good deeds.
•

TIP: Notice the small successes along
the way. Celebration isn’t about baking
brownies because your child cleared their
plate from the table or took a shower
when you asked. Rather, it’s about
letting them know that you appreciate
their actions. Look at them and tell them
something positive about what they did or
thank them with a high five. Be specific:
instead of saying “Good job walking the
dog,” try “I liked that you walked the
dog with one reminder. That’s great!”
This way, you are giving them positive
feedback and telling them specifically
what they did that you appreciated. If
kids brush you off, inject some fun and
ask them to repeat what you said with
good humor.

The 5C’s approach can help you reduce
conflict in your family by improving your
connection with your kids. You will manage daily
challenges with more calm and collaboration
so that there’s more time for laughter, fun and
closeness.
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10 Ways to Nudge Your Kids to Read —
for Fun! | Deborah Farmer Kris

W

hen I taught elementary school, I
loved helping kids find that book
that sparked their interest. And the
best time of day was after-recess read-aloud
when sweaty kids, sprawled out across the
classroom, would collectively lose themselves
in a story. As a parent of two elementaryaged children, I find that same thrill in
helping my kids build a positive relationship
with books.
Raising readers requires regular tending
— and sometimes a few creative hacks. If you are
struggling to get your kids off screens and into
books this summer, here are 10 ideas to nudge
them toward the pleasures of reading.
1. Family Read Aloud: Bedtime read aloud is
a sacrosanct ritual. Even if evening tempers
have been hot, we can end the day connected.
Jim Trelease, the
author of the Read
Aloud Handbook,
says that when
parents read to their
kids, it helps children
associate reading
with pleasure: “We read aloud to children
for the same reasons we talk with them: to
reassure, entertain, bond, inform, arouse
curiosity, and inspire.”
2. Take Your Pick: Choice helps kids invest
in a book. At my house, picking the next
family read-aloud is a (mostly) democratic
affair. I bring in a stack of books and we read
the first few pages of each before putting it
to a vote — a weighted ballot. It’s a fun and
messy process, not without sibling conflict.
But we are arguing over books! And the

losing titles almost always find their way to
someone’s bedside table.
3. Phone-a-friend: When my kid can’t
seem to find the next right book — and are
rejecting all my suggestions — I reach out to
their friends’ parents. “What books have your
kids enjoyed recently?” And that lets me say
to my kids, “Hey, I hear so-and-so LOVED
Real Friends and History Smashers.” Peer
pressure at its finest.
4. Remember that Audiobooks and
Graphic Novels Count: I’m astounded
every time I come across a post that
denigrates audiobooks and/or graphic
novels. Reading isn’t just decoding words on
a page! It’s context-building. It’s responding
emotionally to a character’s struggles. It’s
building connections between literature and
life. It’s forming pictures in your mind and
reading pictures for context clues. Listen
to books in the car. Let kids get hooked on
that graphic novel series. These two forms
of reading can be particularly helpful to kids
with literacy struggles.
5. Give a Gift: When my daughter lost her
first molar recently, the tooth fairy left
something a little extra — a homemade gift
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certificate “good for one book” at our local
independent bookstore. I loved watching her
browse the aisles, flipping through books,
looking for that one she wanted to bring
home. Reading is a sensory experience,
literally and figuratively, and bookstores
invite you to see, smell, and touch titles.
6. Befriend the Children’s Librarian:
I could be the president of the children’s
librarian fan club. Story hour. Interactive
programming. Seasonal and new book
displays. If you aren’t in the habit of taking
your kids to the library, you might not realize
how much FREE (and, in the summer, AIRCONDITIONED) entertainment can be
found at your local branch. My kids love
the officialness of having their own library
card, and I am constantly in awe of the
librarian’s ability to say, “Well if
you liked that, you might also
like these five books.”
7. Shake up Place and
Spaces: Let your kids
build a blanket build a
fort and take in snacks and
books. Lay a picnic blanket under a
tree for some after-lunch reading. Challenge
them to create a “book corner” or “library”
in a corner of the family room. Set up a tent
in the backyard. Sometimes shaking up the
physical space — in the name of reading —
can inject a bit of excitement and delightful
newness.
8. Create Cousin (or Grandma) Book
Club: My son became a reader during the
first few months of the pandemic — and I give
much of the credit to his reading Zooms with
a similarly-aged cousin. A couple of times a
week, they’d read books to each other over
the screen. He hunted for titles he thought
his cousin would like and practiced them in
advance. I loved hearing them giggle over
Mo William’s pigeon stories or Nat Geo Kids
personality quizzes.
9. Read to a Dog: Several bookstores and
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libraries will let you sign-up for a time to let
your kids read to a trained comfort dog —
an intervention technique designed to help
readers build their confidence. Pets don’t
correct you or judge you if you struggle to
decode a word. If a real dog isn’t available,
encourage young kids to read to a stuffed
animal. As one educational therapist said,
“The most important thing is to give the child
some space so that they can read to their pet
(even if it isn’t a real one) in privacy, which
helps them to feel safe.”
10. Let Them Choose YOUR Next Books:
Can I share one more story? Last month,
my daughter asked me what I wanted for my
birthday. For years, I’ve told her: “Make me
a card.” But I had just visited my favorite
bookstore for the first time in months
and was still feeling the rush. “I
want books,” I said.
So the day before my
birthday, my husband
took the kids to a
bookstore and set them
loose to pick books for mom.
The next morning, they were so
excited for me to open presents. “IT’S A BOOK
ABOUT HUMMINGBIRDS BECAUSE YOU
LOVE BIRDS!” my first grader shouted. “Can
we read it together? Can we get a hummingbird
feeder? Do you love it? Do you want to read it
RIGHT NOW?”
When I opened two novels, my fourth-grader
said, “You *always* read boring non-fiction stuff.
These looked much more fun.” Their gifts were
an insight into what they loved (hello animals)
and into what they imagined I’d love. And it
helped them view me as a reader — and not just
of online articles — which research shows is key
to raising readers.
For your next birthday, try asking your kids
to get you a book. Your 3-year-old may present
you with a Daniel Tiger board book, but the
message will come through: reading is a *gift.*
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Why Land Acknowledgements are a
new Token of Liberal Progressivism at
Independent Schools | Jenna Wolf &
Jordan Clark

I

f you’ve attended a conference,
academic gathering, or other progressive
space in the last five years, chances
are you’ve experienced one of liberal
institutions’ favorite new tokens: the land
acknowledgment.
Meant to recognize the Indigenous
peoples who call that place traditional
homelands, it has become as much a staple of
opening ceremonies as the name tag table.
As Indigenous educators working in
independent schools, we have witnessed this
evolution. To leave it out of gatherings means to
hold a professional space ignorant of the United
States’ lengthy program of extermination and
eradication of our peoples. But on its own, it
merely turns settlers into “woke” settlers. Often,
being Indigenous in a progressive independent
school environment is regularly experiencing
“Settlers with Opinion as Daniel Heath Justice
points out:” the distinct challenge of interacting
with non-Indigenous people who hold opinions
devoid of context.
Some of these territory acknowledgments
are short. The simple, often freely available,
statement on an institution’s website with an
[insert Indigenous Nation or tribal peoples
here] after a cursory search for who traditionally
resided in that area pre-contact.
The long-winded, but with more triballyspecific elements, signals more progressive, more
thoughtful.
And of course, there are the ones that ask

local Indigenous folks to parade around the stage,
perhaps say a prayer for gathering goodwill, as a
crowded ballroom gawks and claps exuberantly.
Conference attendees have been bold enough to
ask for an “English translation.”
At one time, land acknowledgments were
powerful symbols centering the Indigenous
experience. They may have even helped the
often only Indigenous person in the space to
feel safe and seen. But like all things, the more
commonplace, the more void of meaning.
A land acknowledgment doesn’t dismantle
white supremacy and erase our experiences as
Indigenous people.
They are a performance tool most palatable
for non-Indigenous people. Additionally,
they afford POC audiences an opportunity to
include the Indigenous experience because
Indigenous peoples are further in conversations
around equity and in the data that reflects
marginalization. Omitted. Not a large enough
group to be discussed in any formal way. Not
reflective of our student bodies and making us
irrelevant to our DEI conversations and goals.
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Indigenous peoples make up less than 2% of
the United States population. In our independent
schools, that representation is largely
nonexistent. Historically, progressive education
was used to assimilate Indigenous people in
the United States. Margaret Connell Szasz, in
Education and the American Indian, lays out the
path of progressive, assimilationist, residential
schools and the prioritization of educational
settings that separate Indigenous children from
their communities. The focus of the Progressive
Education Association (the educational branch of
Indian Services) was “education for extinction” as
historian David Wallace Adams points out.
During the residential school movement,
historical evidence shows Native families traveled
long distances from their homelands to camp
outside institutions which were housing and
“educating” their children out of a real fear of
losing them forever to the insidious world of the
colonizer.
As Kim Tallbear so eloquently stated in her
2019 article “Caretaking Relations, Not American
Dreaming”, “Indigenous peoples tend to have
less interest in incorporation into a (liberal)
settler worldview than in pushing for thriving
Indigenous societies.”
In progressive independent schools, are we
expecting Indigenous peoples to commit to a
very specific worldview? How does this impact
our sense of belonging when those values often
uphold settler-colonial perspectives? As we
center the student experience, does this create an
imbalance of respect and reverence to elders — a
foundation of indigeneity? And is progressive
an all-encompassing term we use to justify not
challenging white fragility?
Are land acknowledgments helping our
Indigenous communities to thrive? What else
do our progressive institutions do to connect
with our people? Allow our people’s selfdetermination? Allow us to have demands of
the settler-state? Show our colleagues and our
students that we are still here.
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Throughout our careers as educators, we have
had numerous colleagues at independent schools
across the country ask for our endorsement and
labor in writing a land acknowledgment for their
gathering. To somehow automatically know
which tribes lived in the area or to conduct the
research for them. Some have even asked the
day before their delivery of an acknowledgment
at the start of an engagement, “Who resided on
this land? I’ve got to give a land acknowledgment
tomorrow.”
When these asks come from non-Indigenous
peers, it is a challenging space to navigate. The
history of colonization is intertwined with the
attempted eradication of Indigenous people and
the continued erasure of their existence through
genocidal practices and dispossession of land.
A key example lies within the history of
colonization along one of the first points of
contact: the East Coast. Our peers often enter
land acknowledgment conversations without
actively engaging in research on Indigenous
history and understanding of this colonial legacy.
This dynamic requires the Indigenous educator
to attempt to dialogue about the complexity of
Indigenous histories, the erasure of our peoples,
and the violence enacted by whitewashed
colonial historical records. It becomes clear that
many progressive educators are looking for an
enthusiastic Native person to co-sign their idea,
execute their complex ask with easily digestible
answers, absolve them of more meaningful work
which allows them to center their experience
and deem themselves an ally or savior. When
they receive more complex questions, they often
provide thank yous for the insights and follow
up weeks later with the standard “I found the
answers somewhere else” claim. Some have even
circumvented our responses to seek support
among other non-Indigenous community
members, even going so far as to share our
thoughts more widely without permission as if
to say “do we all feel this is valid?” Beyond the
interpersonal challenges, this exemplifies a longstanding notion that Indigenous history, culture,
and thought come from the perspective of the
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colonizer and ultimately devalues our existence,
expertise, and ownership.
When progressive educators or institutions
are asked, “do you plan to give the land back?”
or provide other forms of reclamation and
reciprocity, this question is met most often with
an awkward laugh, as if the thought is ridiculous.
But if that idea is so ridiculous, then why do
an acknowledgment in the first place? To place
focus on the fact that this country is founded on
genocide, theft, and erasure is short-sighted if
our curricula are misleading around these core
foundational realities. If our students are not
challenged to look at the systems that were built
and how to dismantle them, then so what? It is
often inconvenient for institutions to explore;
decolonizing our spaces, and curricula are tied to
a dismantling that removes a certain comfort and
safety from those who hold privilege.
Land acknowledgments without sincerity,
consistency, and mutuality are short-sighted.
They lack the depth to fully educate a community
and to see Native people as part of that
community. We ask: who does this performance
serve? How does this show solidarity and
understanding of our communities in a settler
state? Is this a token? And how does it fetishize
us not as living and thriving kin but as the
dispossessed vanishing Indian?
How do these land acknowledgments
uphold the real nation-state relationship
our sovereign tribes have with the United
States through treaties? How do institutions
learn about their own issues of land theft and
mistreatment of Indigenous communities? Why
are independent schools so quick to create a
land acknowledgment, but hesitant to learn
authentically about Indigenous history?
As institutions consider the next phases
in the land acknowledgment performance and
school diversity, are schools actively considering
the recruitment of Indigenous students to their
institutions? As with any other marginalized
group, critical mass is a factor in accountability,
belonging, and authentic feedback. The existence

of Indigenous community members — both
faculty, staff, and students — should be a
cornerstone of an institution’s goals prior to the
creation of a land acknowledgment.
Beyond that, we must, as educators,
dismantle what we have always done and
decolonize our educational frameworks and
institutions. No longer can we use “tradition”,
“progressive”, or “liberal” as shields, barriers, or
excuses to dismantle a colonial settler mentality.
A CHECKLIST FOR EDUCATORS USING
LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
•

Challenge the research phase. Where are
you doing this research? What does it look
like? Whose labor are you seeking?

•

Do you know the history of your school’s
land ownership? How did it attain this
land? What is the historical relationship
between your school and Indigenous
Communities?

•

Do you have Indigenous students or
faculty at your institution? How does this
change or reposition your work?

•

How does a Land Acknowledgement
dovetail with your mission? Anti-racist
policy?

•

Give your audience a guidepost for further
learning (ex. Boston educators can couple
a Land Acknowledgment with a history
unit on The Doctrine of Discovery and
its connection to the myth of the first
Thanksgiving using Akomawt Educational
Initiative Resources)

Jenna Wolf is tribally enrolled in Mvskoke
Nation of Oklahoma and the library director
at The Cambridge School of Weston, a 9-12
boarding and day school just outside Boston, MA.
Jordan Clark is tribally enrolled in
Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah, Massachusetts,
and history faculty at The Cambridge School
of Weston, a 9-12 boarding and day school just
outside Boston, MA.
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Why the Increase in Head Of School
Turnover? | James Wickenden

I

n 1942, my father was appointed
Headmaster of Tabor Academy, a school
in Marion, MA, with an enrollment of
42 boys. (The job title “Head of School”
was not used at that time.) For 36 years my
father and his colleagues gradually increased
the enrollment to 550. Also of note was
the fact that during the last seven years of
his Headship, he refused to accept a raise,
preferring instead to have whatever monies
were available to go to the faculty. Why
do I begin this article by mentioning my
father? After 36 years of leading Tabor Academy,
the Board of Trustees informed him that he would
be replaced. Although age, not a pandemic,
was responsible for that change, the issue of
turnover amongst Heads of School is not a recent
phenomenon.
It is now over 45 years since my father
was informed that he should retire. Because
my memory of his being relieved of his
responsibilities still lingers, that combined with
multiple stories during the 2020-21 academic
year about the turnover amongst the Heads of
several independent schools, prompted me to
write an article that would not only describe how
challenging the job of a Head of School was and
is, but also how a confluence of issues resulted
in multiple resignations, retirements, and nonretentions.
At the risk of stating the obvious, the job of
a Head of School is incredibly challenging. For
example, it was not uncommon for Dad to:
• Go to the office at 5:00 a.m. to dictate letters.
• Go to bed at 10:00 p.m. after hearing
from the dorm masters that everything
(presumably) was under control.
• Attend breakfast, lunch, and dinner in the
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dining hall with all of the students and the
faculty.
• Visit students in the infirmary who were sick.
• Be visible in the academic center when
students changed classes.
• Serve as the conductor of the Glee Club.
• Attend practices and games of the various
athletic teams.
• Preside over meetings with the students
following dinner.
Complicating every Head’s life both then
and now is the necessity of dealing with the
unexpected. Examples of this include:
• Disciplining a student who was accused of
stealing.
• Conducting an investigation regarding
alleged sexual molestation.
• Expelling a student who is the offspring of a
trustee, major donor, or good friend of the
school.
• Managing a crisis delivered by Mother
Nature, be it a hurricane, fire, or flooding.
• Turn around a disgruntled alum who is a
potentially large donor.
• Returning calls from angry parents, alumni,
or even other Heads of School.
www.oesisnetwork.com
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•
•

Managing responses in a faculty meeting
from those who were disgruntled.
And worst of all, serving as the leader of
the school following the death of a student,
faculty member, trustee, or parent.

While the aforementioned challenges faced
by most Heads of School are considerable, they
pale by comparison to the complications many,
if not most, Heads of School encountered during
the 2020-21 academic year. The following
examples may not apply to every school, but they
certainly complicated the lives of many Heads
who had to respond to situations for which they
were never trained or experienced. For example,
in just the past two years, the Heads had to:
• Manage a pandemic, which included virtual
and hybrid learning, adjusting to social
distancing, canceling athletic and other
events, while simultaneously responding
to the conflicting comments of disgruntled
parents and anxious faculty members.
• Respond in a meaningful and constructive
fashion to the deaths of George Floyd and
other Blacks.
• Address the legitimate concerns of people of
color in the school community that had been
overlooked for years.
• Deal with worried parents who legitimately
believed that the recent changes in college
admissions policies adversely impacted their
children.
• Set standards with respect to the students’
use of social media.

these complex problems. It is difficult enough
to lead an independent school under normal
conditions, but it was nearly impossible for
these stalwart leaders to manage anxious and
demanding trustees, critical teachers, worried
parents, depressed students, and possibly
families from other countries.
While being a Head of School can be
rewarding, I’m nonetheless convinced that
leading a school is incredibly challenging and at
times woefully difficult. It’s even more difficult
now because of the aforementioned conditions
that Heads have experienced. As Andrew
Watson, the former 19-year Head of School at
Albuquerque Academy, recently stated, “While
in the past, the cause of Head turnover was
linked to the skills/performance of the Head
and/or the effectiveness of the Board, the most
profound new factor is how the community
treats the Head. According to some Heads,
the abuse they have taken over the past two
years is incredible. Trying to thread the needle
on COVID (open/closed) amidst changing
guidance on social justice (too much/too little)
is almost impossible, and the anger from school
communities is shocking.”
What might be done to reduce the turnover
amongst Heads of School, as well as the tension
within schools that has made life difficult for all
of the different constituencies? While there is
no easy or simplistic answer to that question, I’ll
nonetheless venture into this space.
I’ll start by recommending a few changes
that Boards of Trustee might consider.

In sum, Heads of Schools were expected
1. With some exceptions, Boards do not
to deal with some or all of the aforementioned
communicate well with the different
issues with little or no guidance. Making matters
constituencies of the school. Nonetheless,
worse, we have heard stories about angry parents
communication from the leadership of the
who wanted schools to be open rather than
Board to the different constituencies of the
having virtual learning, about students struggling
school is essential. Policies can be debated
with depression, about adolescents and young
and codified before they are shared with the
adults acting as if their definition of social
faculty, staff, and parents. Behaviors by any
distancing was one foot, not six feet, and about
member of the school family that cannot be
the resistance of some teachers and families to
tolerated need to be defined, communicated,
getting vaccinated for COVID-19 and its variants.
and enforced. The ideal culture of the
Many of the school’s constituents looked to
school should be put in writing and used
the beleaguered Heads of School for solutions to
as a baseline when members of the school
www.oesisnetwork.com
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community need to be confronted. When
appropriate, the annual goals of the Board,
the Head, and the different departments of
the school should be shared with the school
community by posting them on the school’s
website.
2. Attention should be given to developing
criteria about the skill sets and experience
needed by those on the Board. Having served
on nine different Boards of independent
schools, I readily admit that I failed to argue
successfully about the need to recruit men
or women who, for example, are health care
professionals, have an expertise in the arts,
a knowledge of technology, or experience as
a teacher or former Head of school. Granted
those are not the only qualities that could be
sought, but they were absent from many of
the Boards on which I sat.
3. Attention should also be given to establishing
a committee structure on the Board
that would best serve the needs of the
school. What is not necessary is a committee
structure that duplicates the administrative
structure of the school. Is there a need for a
committee on inclusivity? Is there a need for
a committee that addresses initiatives that
would improve safety? Is there a need for a
committee that deals with the professional
development of those who work for the
school?
Next, what might be done with respect to the
administrative structure of the school?
1. Every Head should have a work ethic that is
respected. That being said, the work done by
the Head should be focused on the mission,
critical needs, and goals of the school. Some
of these responsibilities require a fair amount
of attention; many, however, could be
delegated. Issues that are not of the highest
priorities could be delegated to one or more
of the direct reports to the Head.
2. At the end of the academic year, the
administrative leadership of the school
should be convened and charged with the
responsibility of identifying the problems
or crises that were experienced, how they
88

were handled, and in some cases define what
should be done to produce a more effective
response.
3. Undeniably, 2020 and 2021 presented the
leaders of independent schools with multiple
challenges. We hope that the future will not
be defined by a pandemic, a presidential
election that divided the country, policing
practices that resulted in the deaths of people
of color, significant increases in “deaths of
despair”, colleges and universities changing
their admissions policies and practices, mass
shootings, and the deaths of over 500,000
people in the United States who contracted
the COVID-19 virus. Schools cannot prevent
any of these problems from reoccurring, but
they might act on the adage of “Hope for
the best while planning for the worst.” One
planning option might use the human
resources of the school to create a Safety
Committee composed of knowledgeable
people (e.g. the CFO, the Director of
Buildings and Grounds, the Director of
Technology, the school Nurse, a lawyer,
and a parent or trustee in the construction
business.) While no school will be able to
defeat Mother Nature if she decides to vent
her wrath, those on a Safety Committee
might be able to minimize damage.
In sum, many of us, but particularly those
leading schools, have been caught in the past 18
months in a social typhoon that resulted in many
Heads admitting to being exhausted from dealing
with behaviors that were characterized more by
anger than respect, being confronted by problems
to which there were no ready solutions, and being
led by trustees who sent mixed messages but
withheld support. As a result, many Heads of
Schools for whom I have enormous respect have
either resigned, retired, or have been informed
that they would not be reappointed.
Those Heads who have left or will leave a job
and school that they loved, improved, nurtured,
and changed, will be missed and, I hope, be
recognized for the efforts they made to exercise
control over a set of conditions that none had
ever before confronted.
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When It Comes to Race, Little Things
Matter | Haiyun Lu

O

ne night, during the beginning of the
Cultural Revolution in China, my father
made the fateful decision to save the local
mayor from being beaten to death by the Red
Guard. He was in the midst of being shamed
and “re-educated” for his previous status, and
would soon succumb to his injuries and neglect.
After dark, my father snuck into the shed where
the mayor was imprisoned, freed him, carried
him on his back, walking 11 kilometers on
zigzagging mountain trails, and hid him in a
cave. Nobody saw him do it, but the Red Guard
suspected his involvement. Even after a monthlong interrogation, my father kept his jaws
clenched and refused to admit anything. As a
result, my parents and 10-month-old sister were
kicked out of their ancestral home and stripped
of everything they were allowed to own. They
moved into a dirt cave that was dug into the side
of a mountain. My two brothers and I were born
in that cave. That’s how I grew up: in extreme
poverty, surrounded by ridicule, rejection, and
discrimination from other villagers and their
children. At the same time, I was protected by
the unconditional, fierce love of my family.
It was a dark period. I developed a calcium
deficiency, due to malnutrition, and had many
serious health problems as a result. At that
time, I was never strong enough to run down
the mountain slopes or catch dragonflies with
others. As a young child, from the big rock
where I often sat, I watched with envy as others
played, dreaming of joining them. I also dreamt
of owning a dog, a friend who could accompany
me wherever I went. But my parents struggled to
put food on the table for us, let alone feed a dog.
Slowly, that desire became dormant.
After a very difficult early childhood, things

began to change dramatically for the better.
After the cultural revolution failed and many of
the restrictions were lifted, my father was able
to start a small business that changed our lives
completely.
Fast forward until two or three years ago. I
began the conversation about owning a dog with
my family. At first, the idea seemed out of reach
for many reasons. First, my husband and young
son were not immediately in love with the idea.
My husband’s and my traveling schedules made
things difficult as well. I am a teacher trainer and
consultant outside of my regular working hours,
and I travel to work with different school districts
frequently. My husband traveled as well and had
odd hours and varying schedules. We thought
we would not have the time to care for a dog
properly.
During the pandemic, since we were home
every day, I again brought up the idea of rescuing
a dog. After much discussion, we decided to go
for it. Immediately, with a friend’s assistance, I
jumped into action. My friend provided me a list
of animal shelters and taught me how to search
and apply for the dogs we liked. She also helped
me to understand what kind of dog would be a
good fit for our family. The search was on!
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We preferred having a puppy over an adult
dog because we wanted to own the dog for
many years if possible. We also hoped to avoid
newborn puppies; since we had never owned
dogs before, we lacked the experience for proper
puppy training. The first time I applied for a
Golden Retriever I was so anxious and excited. I
checked my email several times a day for a reply.
A week later, I still didn’t hear anything back.
My friend and I thought it was due to the high
demand during a global pandemic so I moved
on to the next dog — a Black Lab. This time, my
friend suggested that I call them. So I did. But I
was informed that the number was for their shop
only, and adoption was strictly through online
application. Then, that evening I saw on their
website that the dog I was interested in had a
pending adoption.
I began to extend my search further. Most
of the time, my applications just disappeared
into cyber-space. After I put in the 7th
application, I finally got a reply from an animal
shelter in Illinois. After a few back-and-forth
email messages, we set up an appointment on
Christmas Eve afternoon to meet Clifford, and if
everything worked out, we would have a dog for
Christmas. My son was not too excited about the
driving since it was nearly three hours away, but
we were excited about getting a dog.
We were on the way when I received a call
from the animal shelter. I was informed that
Clifford had been adopted by a family the day
before. I sadly turned the car around and went
back home. When we got there, I went to my
office upstairs and cried.
After Christmas, my friend (who is White)
checked in on me. She was quite hesitant at
first, but eventually, she said to me, “I hate to
tell you this, I’m afraid your experience might
have something to do with your name.” It was
only then that it dawned on me; I have a distinct
Chinese first and last name, and I was a Chinese
woman applying to have a dog. Were there
stereotypes associated with Chinese people and
dogs that were being applied to me?
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I really did not want to believe it. I talked
to my husband who is a White American. Of
course, he didn’t think it could be possible. So, I
decided to experiment. We both began to apply
separately. Can you guess what happened? He
got a reply almost instantly. I still got nothing.
At this point, I began to feel somewhat
nauseous. I didn’t even have a real person
to confront! It was probably just the implicit
bias and racism, which was perhaps even
unconsciously ingrained, that influenced
coordinators to prefer a familiar name over a
foreign one, or choose someone who sounded
more like them, than like me, a woman of Chinese
descent.
Two weeks later, after my husband submitted
only two applications, we adopted Oscar, (a
6-month-old puppy) into our family. We
ended the nearly three-month-long, often very
frustrating search, on a happy note.
Initially, my experience of adopting Oscar
was too raw to share with others. It was after the
Atlanta shooting on March 16, 2021, that I finally
spoke up about my story on FaceBook.
The responses to my post were overflowing
with support and love. One person I barely knew
from Colorado wrote me an apology card and
mailed it to me.
After the Oscar incident, I began doubting
myself. As an Asian American woman, if there
was not a fair chance of getting a dog, how
likely is it that I could even dream of pursuing
a leadership position in the field I feel so
passionately about?
The reality is, that as Asian Americans,
there are things like this happening in our lives,
sometimes daily. They often go unnoticed,
but cumulatively, they matter a lot, and can
ultimately make a big impression. Little things
(like the Oscar incident) can chip away at
humanity, faith, and trust. It can erode our
perception of having a fair chance to simply live
with the dignity we should assume is the right of
every human being.
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Introducing . . .
Future Learning Design in partnership
with Intrepid Ed News
Tim Logan, an experienced school leader and curriculum designer
with a passion for connecting and facilitating global networks of
innovative educators, announces the new launch of his popular Future
Learning Design weekly podcasts in partnership with Intrepid Ed
News. Now his insightful interviews with international educators will
be available every Sunday as our Feature Article.

More and more people are questioning the training
and learning options available.

Tune into an interview each Sunday!

In Future Learning Design, we bring together a
network of passionate educators and entrepreneurs
who are intent on redesigning the experience of
learning in school, work, and life to enable people to
grow, innovate, and thrive.
In partnership with Intrepid Ed News and hosted
by Tim Logan, this podcast creates a space for
enduring and inspiring conversation to encourage
you to support the effort to help drive positive
change.
With an abundance of fresh and authentic
voices, the mission of Intrepid Ed News is to build
the capacity for parents and educators to improve
learning. It is a lighthouse for educators and parents
at the intersection of journalism and professional
development.

Tim Logan, Future Learning Design,
in partnership with Intrepid Ed News
www.oesisnetwork.com
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Coconut Thinking Podcasts
in partnership with Intrepid Ed News
Benjamin Freud, Ph.D. is the co-founder of Coconut Thinking, which
creates learning and action experiences where all learners have a common
purpose; positive impact on the welfare of the bio-collective — any living
thing, sentient or plant, that has an interest in the healthfulness of the planet.
Benjamin also works as the Whole School Leader of Learning and Teaching
at an International School in Thailand. He was the Academic Coordinator
at Misk Schools, which, as the school of Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, is the most prestigious and high profile school in the kingdom. In
2018-2019, he was also the Head of Upper Primary and Middle School at
Misk. Prior to this, he was Vice Principal of the Middle School and High
School at the Harbour School in Hong Kong. He holds a Ph.D. in History, an
MSc in Education, an MBA, an MA in International Relations, and a BA in
International Affairs. Benjamin was born and grew up in Paris, France. He
moved to the U.S. when he was 15 and spent 11 years there in different cities, before living in the U.K.,
Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia, and now Thailand. He started his career in consulting
for Internet start-ups in Silicon Valley in the late 1990s, working with people whose ambitions were
no less than to change the world. This experience had a profound effect on Benjamin’s outlook on
education, innovation, and entrepreneurialism.

Coconut Thinking
The Coconut Thinking podcast brings
together educational provocateurs who
are re-thinking school as a concept and a
space.
Recent Podcasts
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•

How would nature change leadership…
and schools: A conversation with Andrés
Roberts

•

Regenerative Cultures for Learning:
A Conversation with Daniel Christian
Wahl, Ph.D.

•

Centralizing the Arts to Liberate
Learning: An interview with Jane Bryant
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2022 Membership options
Apply Online

Services

Member school
•

$2,500 annual membership for schools
with up to 100 teachers
$3,500 for schools with 100-200
teachers

Network school
•

Some services are available
to non-member network
schools at a higher price.

Customized School Pathway
Development
Managed School Cohorts

•

Not available

OESIS-XP Pathway Curriculum for all
teachers in SEL, DEI, PBL, CBE, Grading,
Critical Thinking, and STEAM included
Access to OESIS-XP Video Library
with 350 PD videos with Canvas access
included.

•

Not available

•

$100-$150 per pathway moderated by
a Network Leader: includes feedback,
digital credential and portfolio

•

$350

Strategic & Capacity
Consulting

•
•
•

Board Consulting
Capacity & Strategy Institute
Partnership Offerings

•

Not available

Conferences

•

35% discount

•

No discounts

•

Registration for up to 150 faculty
is included for Intrepid+ online
conferences

•

$39 per person

•
•

Preferred access
1/4-page ad

•
•

Customized Intrepid Ed News portal
for Parents at special rates
20% discount on Top School Jobs ads.

•

Full research reports are included

•

Executive Summaries

NORMED Inclusion SURVEY • $1,000 discount for OESIS schools

•

May purchase for full price

•

$49 per job post or package
of 10 for $399. Banner ads
at $300 per ad.
12% of first year salary for
teachers or administrators
Surcharge for non-member
schools

Price

PD Consulting

•
•
•
•

PD Resources

COHORT Pathways

ONLINE CONFERENCES
OESIS Network Magazine
Intrepid Ed News
Research REPORTS

•

•

•

OESIS Job Board: Free postings with
premium placement and banner ads
Placement through OESIS Career
Confidential: fee is 5% of first-year
salary and 5% on rehiring in year two
for teachers; 10% of year one salary for
administrators
OESIS Outsourcing Solutions

•

Insurance-Covered PCR Testing

•

recruitment

Health & Wellness

•
•

Be Networked. Be Relevant.
Join the OESIS Network
The best membership value for independent schools!
starting at $2,500
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